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Mental Health Week at Boston
College opened with a panel discussion of the Problem in Three

Dimensions, March 1.

Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President of Boston College, revealed
tentative plans Tuesday for naming a Director of Student Affairs.
The president referred to the
Dr. yon Felsinger
naw pest as "cur most pressing
and mental illness. He noted how need for the immediate future."
the lawyer must make a highly
He said that he presently has
individualistic response in each no one in mind to fill the posicase, carefully probing the shades ticn, but expects to have made
of legal and psychiatric definia choice before the beginning of
tions. He indicated also the diffi- next year.
culties of assessing the individual

case in a society which on one
hand stresses the removal of responsibility from the offender, and
on the other hand, would insure
facets of this total picture, this that the offender assumes his full

complete approach.
Dr. Philip Solomon, psychiatrist
of the Boston City Hospital, presented the problem of mental illness as a problem of the individual. Dr. Solomon spoke of inflow and outflow, tag phrases referring to the problem of the individual in properly channeling
the experiences of his environment and controlling the outflow,

responsibilities, concomitant with
his full legal rights.
Dr. Irving Zola, a sociologist at
Brandeis, synthesized the panel,
by discussing the social underlayer upon which the problems of

the individual are based.

Mr. Teter concluded the evening by pointing out how the evening's panel had "opened the door
towards the fulfillment of an imhis behavior response.
I>ortaiit function in the life of the
Prof. William J. Curran of Bos- academic community" and refurther that "Mental
ton University related the difficul- marked
ties of the law in the face of Health Week was the initial step
shifting concepts of mental health toward action through education."

Graduate Returns
For Catholic Volunteer Group
Nursing

Miss Joan Spencer, a 1964 graduate of the BC
School of Nursing, will appear in Cushing Hall, Room 1
on Monday, March 15th, at 4 p.m.

Fr. Walsh emphasized that such
an individual is needed, and that
whether you call him vice president or director dees nolt matter.
"We need a coordinator of student activities," he said "not a
boss but a coordinator. I would
may that in our whole administrative setup this is our most pressing need."
When questioned on the status
of the Asian Studies Department,
the president indicated that the
program will be conttinued next
year and that new personnel will
be employed. He was unsure,
however, of the form which the
department will take, saying that
while some balance in emphasis
between language and history
must be achieved, the exact blend
cf the two has not yet been decided.
Regarding tuition stabilization,
Fr. Walsh said that it is rather
Father Walsh ponders question at difficult to know
what to do, exWednesday's press conference
plaining that even if B.C. were
This information came at an simply to maintain the status quo,
afternoon press conference in St. and make no major campus imMary's Hall during which Fr. p.cvements, the school would
Wals hdiscussed numerous aspects still have to face increasing costs
of university life with The Heights each year. And to meet these
editorial staff. Topics ranged ccsts by increasing only the tuifrom the dormitory food condi- tion of incoming freshmen would,
tions to the future of the Asian he felt, require that an extraordiStudies Department. Rut most nary and unfair burden be placed
conversation centered around the upon these students.
Turning to the situation of the
possible creation of an office to
resident student, Fr. Walsh stated
coordinate student activities.

..

?

that, while there is no specific
plan to increase the percentatge

of sudents who live on campus,
it seems inevitable that this percentage will grow steadily due to

population shifts which complicate commuter problems and the

rise in the number of resident
applications. He noted, however,
that available space for dormitory
construction is at a premium locally, and is constantly becoming
harder to obtain.
Along somewhat similar lines,
he indicated that a pay-by-tehmeal plan for residents is not
presently feasible at BC. This, he
explained, is because of the location. The nearest public res-

.

Former Governor Peabody
Analyzes Pressure Groups

nurses. She also helps to train
Argentines as basic health and
first aid instructors.
While attending BC, Miss Spencer worked part-time at the Lynn
Hospital as head nurse, and as
develops person-to-person pro- an assistant science instructor.
by MICHAEL RAHILL
giams aimed at helping the poor At nurses' capping ceremonies,
On February 24, former Govrf Latin America. The CVLA is Miss Spencer was given the Pres- ernor Endicott Peabody spoke to
active in Argentina. Brazil, Chile, ident's Award by her classmates a group of citizens in Murray
Peru and on the island of Gren- and teachers for being the stu- Conference Room on Citizen Recada in the British West Indies.
dent with the most esprit dc corps. ognition of Society's Needs.
In Buenos Aires, Miss Spencer's Mies Spencer also received the
Addressing a large and lively
primary objective is to help es- Florence Nightingale Award for audience, Gov. Peabody suggesttablish health centers in the slums being the best student in all areas
ed several means for translating
with the aid of local doctors and of nursing.
these needs into effective action
and legislation. He began by emphasizing a point made in sev-

Miss Spencer's talk will deal
with her experiences as a Catho'ic volunteer for Latin America
in Buenos Aires, Argentina. The
Catholic Volunteers for Latin
America is an organization which
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Fr. Walsh Announces Wish
To Name Activities Director
By Start Of Next Semester

Student Sets
Health Study
Objectives

In his general introduction John
Teter discussed the aims of the
Week, describing how "it was latended to educate the Boston College student and faculty member*
to an active participation in the
problems of mental health in the
community."
Dr. John M. yon Felsinger of
the Boston College faculty moderated the panel and indicated the
problems in relating (he viewpoints of the panel members to
an integrated appraisal of the
problems of mental illness. He
stressed that the views of lawyer,
sociologist and psychologist are

VOL. XLV

eral of the previous lectures in
the current series on Politics,
Government and Citizen Involvement. "If an individual wishes to
accomplish anything at all, he
must do it through a group."
Besides the two political parties, he stated, organizations like
the League of Women Voters, the
Holy Name Society and various
veterans organizations can be effective political pressure groups.
several
veterans
Mentioning
groups specifically, he said that
it was in these organizations that
he first learned the rudiments of
group procedures and party tactics.
Joan Spenser walks with needy children as Catholic Volunteer for Latin To secure support for a particuAmerica.
lar proposal, he continued, a

group must attract and hold the
attention of the press. Moreover,
once a bill is introduced into the
legislature, the group must supervise it carefully until it is
finally voted upon.
Gov. Peabody also stated that
citizens should campaign actively
for a candidate, not only to insure qualified representation, but
also to increase their own voice
in the legislative process.
In a discussion period after his
lecture, Gov. Peabody skirted two
rather controversial questions but
spoke out unequivocally on several
others. When asked what he
thought of the proposed sales tax,
he admitted he was going to
dodge the question, saying he did
not wish to become a third factor
in the current controversy. With-

out gaving any tacit support to
the proposed, he stated that as
governor he had presented a different fiscal policy, but now he
hoped that the new governor and
the legislature could work out a

solution.
Asked whether those representatives who run on a platform
(Continued on Page Three)

.Manning
. . Gives after
reply to Co-editor Frank
careful consideration of issues.

ttaurants are so far away that
it would be almost impossible for
dorm students to eat regularly
off campus.
In regard to the possibility of
new courses and areas of major
study being opened up, Fr. Walsh
indicated that his policy will be
to strengthen B.C.'s current academic structure before entering
into any new fields. He also said
that he would not rule out the
introduction of a reading week
prior to semester exams, but that
such an innovation would not be
(Continued on Page Three)

FRUIT FRAUD
A number of resident students at Boston College have
issued complaints concerning a
fruit basket program under
the sponsorship of an out-ofstate promoter. Current reports indicate that the students' parents have paid a
price considerably higher than
what the baskets are worth.
The Heights is presently investigating the complaints and
will make a full statement
when the necessary information has been obtained. Students and their parents are
warned, however, to exercise
caution in subscribing to the

program.
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Campus Clippings
Forum Fun
The Ford Hall Forum, America's oldest forum for public expression, will hold its first meeting of the spring series on Sunday, March 14. Dr. Margaret

Mead, world-renowned anthropologist, will speak on "Privacy
and Responsibility."
Other programs planned Include
a debate on "Medicare: Is It the
Best Solution?" between Dr. Ed-

ward R. Annis, past president of
A.M.A. and Dean Charles I. Scotland of Brandeis University on
March 21. On April 4, Noel Day,
Boston Civil Rights leader and
Mrs. Louise Day Hicks, Boston
School Committee Chairwoman
will discuss the Boston schools.
Ayn Rand will talk on"The New
Fascism: Rule by Consensus" on
April 18.
Meetings are held weekly on
Sunday nights at 8:00 p.m. in Jordan Hall, 30 Gainsboro Street,
Boston. The public is invited to
attend and take part in the discussion period which follows.

Membership in AAUW ensures
its members not only contact with
women of similar backgrounds,
but also the opportunity to further
their education and develop interests in subjects of importance to
the individual and her community.
After commencement many
seniors will be living in communities where there are AAUW
branches which will welcome prospective members. Further information may be obtained from the
AAUW laison office on campus,
the Office of the Dean of Women,
Campion 212, or by writing to

Foundation of Venice, will conduct three four-week summer
courses of intensive art training,
and advanced studies in the arts
and humanities. The workshop
which will be offered in Venice,
Italy, will extend from June 20
to Sept. 17 of this year. Further
information can be obtained from
the Artists' Workshop, P.O. Box
2511, Grand Central Station, New
York City, N.Y. 10017.

Marriage Series

The first of four conferences
AAUW, 2401 Virginia Avenue,
In Alpha Kappa Psi's second
N.W., Washington, D.C., 20037.
annual marriage lecture series
will take place on Sunday, March
7. This first session will concern
the spiritual aspect of marriage.

TheHeights

Reader
Week
OfThe

"Ice Chips"

The main speaker will be an
authoritative, visiting priest who
will conclude with a question and
Henry Androslci
answer series. Those interested
should register in Father Roy's
A&S '67
office, Fulton 305.
Eastern Gold Dance Champions,
North American and World Team
members, and Gary Visconti,
1965 U.S. Champion, 1964 North
The Lewis Drill Team will leave
American Champion, are featured.
today
for the Bth Annual St. Pet53rd
Chips
proIce
is the
annual
er's
Drill Meet to be
duction by the Skating Club of held Invitational
on the campus of St. Peter's
Boston, and is directed by Thomas
College. New Jersey.
Boston College is a member of McGinnis.
Mrs. Margaret M. Heckler,
of
the distincthe American Association
Tickets for BC students are $2, Boston College has
member
of the Governor's Counorganonly
Women,
an
team inUndergraduate
$1.50, and are available at Roberts tion of being the
vited to this national competition cil, will be the opening speaker
ization concerned with under- Center.
which is not a member of the of the Second Lecture Series spongraduate women's status; professional, economic, social, and
Rifles
Pershing
organization. sored by the Women's Council
political. It's purpose is "practiOther teams participating will in- for the School of Education unclude those of Northeastern and dergraduate women.
cal educational work." Its activiThe Series will be concerned
ties range over the fields of
The Artists' Workshop, in col- Boston University, City College,
with women and careers in the
education, the arts, international laboration with the Giorgio Cmi N.Y. and many others.
relations, and legislative proOn March 12, 13, at 8:00 p.m.
and March 14, at 2:30 p.m., Boston College will host Ice Chips
1965 Goes to a Party. Stan (A &
S '66) and Susan Urban, the 1965

Men of Distinction

Women on the Move

Girl Talk

Artists' Workshop

grams.
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professions, postgraduate work,
and the Peace Craps. Subsequent
speakers will be Ann Hilferty,
Ed. '60, University of Michigan
'61, recently returned from Peace
Corps work In Africa, and now
planning doctoral studies at Columbia University, and Virginia
Morrissey, Boston lawyer and
member of the Governor's Commission on the Status of Women.
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Saturday, March 20

Send stamped, self-addressed envelope to:
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B. F. CONCERT

Reserve $3.50
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Box 103
Tufts U.P.0., Mass. 02153

Freshmen!
There is still time to order
your copy of the Underclass Sub Turri. Price is only
$6.00. $3.00 will hold your

brisk, bracing

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!

the original
spice-fresh lotion! 1.25

100

copy.
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lasting freshness
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Stop in McElroy 101
before Friday,-*Apr. 2

Sociology Club
presents
Fr. Anselm Murphy
0.5.8.
"INSIGHTS
INTO THE
ALABAMA
SITUATION"
Murray Conf. Room
March 8 4 p.m.
All Are Welcome
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that crisp, clean masculine aroma!

Congress Opens

Honor Five

At Cold Key
Award Night
At their Annual Award Banquet,
the Boston College Gold Key Society presented two faculty members with Honorary Gold Keys
and three seniors with Gold Keys.
This year's Honorary Key for
a member of the Jesuit faculty
went to Father David Cummiskey,
S.J. In addition to his teaching
duties, Father Cummiskey has
been active in numerous campus
activities. He is the moderator
of the Evening School Sodality.
In the spring of 1964, he was
appointed the Director of the Boston College Lay Apostolate Program. In this capacity Father
Cummiskey has earned a reputation for his keen interest in the
welfare of his volunteers.
The other Honorary Gold Key
went to Dr. Raymond Ahem of
the College of Business Administration. Dr. Ahem was the first

FinancialDebate
The Student Congress will discuss proposals relating to tuition stabilization and a university-wide activities fee at a special meeting this Sunday, March 7.
The meeting, which is open to

Gold Key makes honorary awards.
Director of the Honors Program
in CBA, is a former member of
the Academic Council of CBA,
and the University Planning Committee. In 1960, Dr. Ahem was
the recipient of the Campus Council's "Outstanding Teacher of the
Year Award."
The three new senior keyholders
are Tom Stevens, Victor Ciardello
and Frank McFarland. Several

other members received commendation for their special devotion
to the Key's motto of "Service and
Sacrifice." Among these were
some of the men who have worked
en the Gold Key - Nazareth Project. These students have been
spending a couple of hours each
week supervising recreational activities at the Nazareth Child

Care Center in Jamaica Plain.

Film Course Stresses
The Aesthetic Approach
By Janice Kolar
A new course addition, "The
Art of the Film," is offered as a
one-semester English elective in
the College of Business Administration, with a limited enrollment
of twenty-five.
The purpose of the course, according to the instructor, Miss
Paula Vadeboncoeur, is to stimulate an interest in good films, and
encourage students to take an imaginative vision of the film as an
art form. It is a purely aesthetic
approach, and does not concern
itself with the technical aspects
of film production.
The course was conceived by
Father William Mclnnes, S.J.,
former Dean of CBA, who thought
that such a course could have
practical value for the student.

Miss Vadeboncoeur was approached by an administration representative, and a syllabus was con-
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and receptivity. This is probably
due to the fact that the art of
film lacks the historical background of other art forms.
The course concerns itself with
various aspects of film art: setting, music, color, editing, etc.,
and each phase is illustrated with
a particular production. Since the
seminar technique is employed,
the class is broken down into two
groups of ten and fifteen.
The course works in direct association with the audio-visual department; films are rented rather
than purchased. Films produced in
England, Russia, Italy, Sweden,

France, Japan, and the United
States are viewed by students
taking the course.
When questioned about the possibility of expanding the course
into a communications program
comparable with the Boston University School of Communications,
Miss Vadeboncoeur said that this
would appear to be still some distance away. However, she added
that the development of such a
program could very likely be accomplished through the Speech
Department, although at this time

all students, will be held in Brett
Conference Room at 1:30 p.m.
At that time the Agenda Committee, composed of the Campus
Ccuncil and the president of the
student senates, will advance several suggestions for the handling
of each issue, any one of which
may be accepted by the Congress
ns an official policy recommenda-

Women Run
New Sodality
Study Plans

The Women's Sodality annual
tion.
retreat was held February 26-28
Cne such proposal will try to
flt the Loretto Retreat House in
how the need for an activities
Ipswich, novitiate of the Sisters
past
fee- through an analysis of
expenditures of inter-class coun- of Notre Dame dc Namur.
cils for victory dances and the Rev. Robert Cheney, S.J., directlike. This presentation is intended ed the retreat, centered around
to demonstrate that an activities the Mass
as a community act of
fee would give the Campus Council a broad financial base with worship; the God-man relationship
which they might aittract better of sin and of prayer; and the
and Resurrection of
talent to student-sponsored- so Passion
cial events, and at the same time Christ.
The weekend's exercises were
greatly reduce admission prices.
Several alternatives as well as attended by 27 girls from BC, Emvarious means of collection and manuel, and Cardinal Cushing.
distribution will also come under At present, the Women's Sodality is running a tutorial program
discussion.
Another vital issue up for anal- for elementary and secondary stuysis is that of tuition stabilization. dents in Roxbury. The staff of
The Agenda Committee will prob- the Dennison House, a settlement
ably ask the Congress to recomcenter in the area, has provided
mend that future tuition increases facilities and has received much
affect only incoming freshmein cooperation from the local schools.
and remain at a constant level The students are being tutored in
for each student throughout his language, math, and remedial
reading.
undergraduate years.

Nation's Flag Seen Symbolic
Of Our Future As A People

Every weekday morning at 8:30
a detail of three junior ROTC
Coolege
Boston
lacks the facilities cadets passes through the groundfor such a move.
floor doorway of Robert's Center.
Their designation is "The flag detail," their mission: to raise the
colors over the campus.
The flag of this country is a
standard of many things to many
people. Immigrants historically
have looked to it as the flag of
plenty. Foreigners respect it as
tion while working here."
One-day college recruiting trips banner of power. Most of us who
are being made by NASA person- have lived with it all our lives
nel. Applicants who are considered regard it as a fixture, something
should
as good prospects for positions at which is always around andground.
the Center will be rated by a not be allowed to touch the
What Americans tend to forget
beard of U.S. Civil Service Exam(Old Glory, The
iners, and will be eligible for ap- is that the flag
Stripes
Stars
and
whichever
pointments to jobs paying between
epithet you prefer) is a symbol
$5990 and $8945 a year.
what this country has been,
For additional information on for
is, and will be. A piece of cloth
positions at the Center write to:
demands no honor but the society
Edmund S. Shaw
which it represents here and
Personnel Director
abroad requires our respect beNASA Electronics Research Ctr. cause it is our society.
575 Technology Square
It is not for ROTC cadets alone
Cambridge, Mass. 02139
to "salute" the flag. It cannot
be left until National holidays
when the colors drape from every
supermarket for Americans to

By WYNNE

HANRAHAN

NASA Announces Plans
For Student Employment

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration has announced plans to offer full time
and summer jobs to 250 graduates
and students in scientific and technological fields by next June.
Dr. Winston E. Kock. director
of NASA's $61 million Research
Research Center in Cambridge,
said that the purpose of the program is to conduct basic research
in electronics needed in our nation's space program and to assist the U.S. in achieving its goal
of pre-eminence in space.
"We feel that our program will
have great value for the undergraduate and those who wish to
a serious work with awareness continue into graduate work," Dr.
Kock said. "They will have the
opportunity to work in an idea-oriented atmosphere and promising
(Continued from Page One)
young men and women will be
should be forced to support it (a allowed to continue their educareference to Democratic representatives who now support the
sales tax although the Democratic
platform opposed it) Gov. Pea(Continued from Page One)
body avoided criticizing any Democrats. "Faced with a condition up to him but rather to the Eduwhich must be solved, if the plat- cational Policy Committee.
form suggestions don't work, othSeme changes and additions
ers must be tried."
were promised, however. Besides
When asked if he had changed appointing the previously menhis opposition to capital punish- tioned coordinator of student acment since leaving the State tivities, Fr. Walsh also announced
House, he answered flatly, "No." that a full-time clinical psycholoAlso, he spoke favorably of sug- gist will be employed to deal with
gestions to lower the voting age student emotional problems
to 18, and advocated special train- hopefully by the beginning of the
ing in high schools to prepare next semester.
graduates to vote intelligently.
In response to a question on
In reply to the inevitable ques- the establishment of a student jution about his future political dicial system, the president said
plans, especially whether he that he would wholeheartedly enthought he could serve better as dorse such a move if the pro
governor or senator, he said he pesed court were voted for by
could "answer that question bet- the student body and subject to
ter after election day."
administrative approval.
structed and approved.
The course was begun as a
purely experimental venture. Miss
Vadeboncoeur stated, "Less than
half a dozen colleges in the country offer such a course for credit."
In fact, the course has a completely revamped syllabus for the
spring term.
One of the major problems was
that few people accept the film as
an art form parallel with drama,
poetry, and the like. Often it is
met with pre-conceived ideas, and
negative attitudes. Miss Vadeboncoeur went on to say that film
viewers generally fail to approach

Peabody. .

Fr. Walsh...

?

?

Please

Pray
j

consider what

they

mean.

Junior Rag Detail

Prayers are requested for the
repose of the souls of the mother of Fr. George Fuir of the
Philosophy Dept. and the sister
of Fr. John Trzaska of the
Chemistry Dept.

HAVE
A
LOVELY
LENT
Oh Henry! We're not watching you

. ..
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Students Collaborate In
History Department Head Cross-Campus
Periodical
Pens New High School Text
Dr. Thomas H. O'Connor, chairman of the history department, is
the author of a new American
history textbook published last
week by AUyn and Bacon.
Designed to give Catholic high
school students a clearer and
deeper view of the causes, the
events, and the implications of
this country's history, the book,
entitled The Heritage of the

The month of March heralds the the March issue contains an article by famous author Julius Lester, and a poem by John L'Heureux, who has appeared as a
guest of Boston College's Younger Poets Series and is one of the
most promising writers in the

publication of a new type of magintroduce a revitalized history azine geared to the greater Bostext with a modern-day perspecton- university student community.
tive. Over four years of research Agora, Boston's cross-campus stuand writing "done on the install- dent monthly, is the result of a
ment plan" produced the present non-profit co-operative effort by
book.
the undergraduates of Boston's
"Modern interpretation of his- colleges including BU, NU, and
tory," says the author, "will ac- BC.
quaint the student with the latest
Agora will also feature selectfindings in history. Both sides of ed reprints by some of the couna story are illustrated,
try's best authors. For example,

will be introduced this fall. A companion
piece, Sources of American Heritage, contains over one hundred
fifty-five documents by both historical personalities and leading
historians.
After talking with high school
supervisors and history teachers
across the nation, Dr. O'Connor
became convinced of the need to
American people,

country today.

The first * edition of Agora will
in various
newstands in metropolitan Boston
at 20 cents per copy.

be available Monday

Faculty Member
Offers Opinion For
CBS Eliot Tribute
On Sunday, February 28, CBS
News presented a tribute to the
late T. S. Eliot, entitled Tribute
to Eliot: Prufrock and After. The
program was directed by Ben
Flynn and the host was Dr.
George Crothers of Columbia

University.
The opening and closing scenes
of the hour-long production were
in the Harvard Yard, where
Thomas Sterns Eliot graduated in
1910. The Harvard sequences
were planned by Fr. Francis
Sweeney and Mr. Flynn and were
made possible through the court-

Hell

may have seemed too close last covered in McElroy 114 which was being
Saturday afternoon when a fire was dis- used as a reading area for a resident
student retreat. Although no ret.eatants
were present in the room when the flames
broke out, a passing boy noticed the
fire and confined it to two boxes of re-

Cambridge Group
Plays Matchmaker
Through Computers

An experiment in the matching
of ideally suited couples is being
conducted by a group of Cam-

bridge students.
"Operation Match" will utilize
computer analysis and a series of
questionnaires to select ideal
mates for those who participate
in the program.
The researchers plan to use the
data they gain to increase the
effectiveness of personality-based
questionnaires and are presently
seeking male and female volunteers. They emphasize that their
interest is purely scientific and
that those who volunteer are under no obligation to comply with
or even agree with the findings

Photo by Ed Amento

Where have all the lightbulbs gone?

of Mr. John Finley, Master The program included four inof Eliot House at Harvard. The terviews. Mr. Robert Speaight,
poet came to Boston College twice, who created the role of Becket in
once in 1957 and again in 1961. Murder in the Cathedral, was interviewed at John Fisher College
in Rochester, New York. The diWVBC PERMANENT SCHEDULE
rector of all of Eliot's plays, E.
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Martin Browne, spoke on the
P.M.
playwright's works at the NaRock 'n Roll
Rock 'n Roll
Rock 'n Roll
'n Roll
4:oo?Rock 'n Roll
Rock
Jeff Clarke
Ray Cioci
Bob Zimmerman
John Abbott
Gerry,, G. Jacques tional Cathedral in Washington.
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
5:00?U.8.5. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
s:os?Ray Cioci
Gerry G Jacques
Bob Zimmerman
John Abbott
Jeff Clarke
Rev. Martin C. D'Arcy, S.J.,
U.B.S. News
P: 00? U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
Sports Report
Sports Report
commented on the religious as6:os?Sports Report
Sports Report
Sports Report
Rory Rooney
W. Paul White
Frank Salimbene
Bob Gilvey
Don McCartney
of the poetry from Weslepects
Folk
World
Jazz
Forry
6:ls?Jazz? Ed
Folk World
Jazz
Mahoney
Denny Giblin
yan University. Mr. Paul Horgan
Bill Wheatley
Bill Doyle
Walt News
U.B.S.
News
U.B.S.
U.B.S.
News
7:00?U.8.5. NewsForry U.B.S.
News
was also at Wesleyan.
Jazz
7:os?Jazz ?Ed
Folk World
Jazz
Folk World
Walt Mahoney
Denny Giblin
Bill Wheatley
Bill Doyle
Dr. Crothers interviewed Fr.
U.B.S.
8:00? U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S.
News
Evening with the
B:os?Misty Music Hour E.C.A.C. Hockey
University PlayE.C.A.C. Hockey
Sweeney on the religious motivaTournament,
Masters
house,
"Strange
Vie Bortolot
Tournament.
tion of Eliot's plays and poetry
uitil 10:30 p.m.
Stan Bowker
Interlude." by
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
Eugene O'Neill
10:00?U.B.S. News
in the courtyard of Eliot House
-o:os?Nightcap
Nightcap
Nightcap
Nightcap
NightcapsJerry Reynolds
Denny Quinn
Don Knight
Don Knight
at Harvard. Fr. Sweeney, Stylus
°l! Knight
12:00?U.8.5. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
U.B.S. News
moderator, was the guest of Mr.
M.I.T.
Jazz
Bob
Bell
12:10? M.I.T. Jazz
M.I.T. Jazz
M.I.T.
Jazz
(until 2:00 a.m.)
(until 2:00 a.m.)
Sandman Show
(until 2:00 a.m.)
(until 2:00 a.m.)
Eliot and his wife on several oc(until 3:00 a.m.)
casions in New York and in
treat literature.

The university has, of
course, decided to reimburse the boy
for the coat he lost in fighting the
flames.
Photo by 'Ed Amento
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EAGER BEAVER

of their electronic brain.
For information without obligation write Operation Match,
P.O. Box 72, Cambridge, Mass.

TO SELL PART TIME
IN SHOE STORE
Call Immediately

LA 7-5183

LQLITA?BB
SfIHSUN VM StIO 9=M

»3o'-7:po

CAMPUS CUi

HI

i?

if

3-.3Q -T,IS

Delivery any day mcl. Sundays, 4 P.M. to Midnight.

Submarine Sandwiches and Soft Drinks, too.

590 Ccmm. Aye.
Dos-ron, Mass.
Near Kenmore Sq.

POCKET BILLIARDS
"GREAT FOR
A DATE"

f

London.

Sophomores!
There is still time to order
your copy of the Underclass Sub Turri. Price is only
$6.00. $3.00 will hold your
copy.

Slop in McElroy 101
before Friday, Apr. 2
ONLY 3 WEEKS
LEFT TO ORDER

This card
will save you money
on Spring vacation

Would you like to work in a
European resort this summer?

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg?
Thousands of jobs in Europe, including resort hotel,office, factory,
sales, farm, child care and shipboard work are available through
the American Student Information Service. Wages can reach
$400 a month, and ASIS is giving
travel grants up to $390 to the first
5000 applicants. Job and travel
grant applications and full details
are available in a 36-page illustratedbooklet which students may
obtain by sending $2 (for the booklet and airmail postage) to Dept.
M, ASIS, 22 Aye. dc la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg.

THE SAra WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants

NoDoz? keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDozis faster, handier, more
reliable. Absolutely not habitforming. Next time monotony

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do
perk up
with safe, effective NoDoz
Keep Alert Tablets.

.. .

Another tint product of Grove Liboratorioj.

(Get one free from your 5.M.0.C.)
Phone
James A. McDonald, Jr.
Belmont,
Watson
Mas3.
Road,
42

IV4-8306
02178

Your Sheraton Man on Campus has a free Sheraton Student ID
Card for you. (If you're faculty, ask for a Faculty Guest Card.)
With it you'll get discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels
and Motor Inns all over the world. Even in single rooms. (With
two or three in a room, you save even more.) Good Deal.

Get in touch with your S.M.O.C:

\95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns/
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FEATURES
FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE

As The Heights has raised the
issue of the validity and perhaps,
I would add, the morality of the

by Joseph Stone

sess the means of discounting the
dissident by everything from the
lithic and the apologetic. A re- ficial doctrine of compulsory re- ministration is jeopardized by the cold stare to angry verbal and
compulsory yearly retreat, there
is opportunity to question more liance on a formal, ritualistic treats and compulsory theology. ills built into an ideological sys- journalistic denunciations.
To preserve itself, if preservadeeply the role of Catholicism in yearly purge, such as the com- Such a policy, whether stated or tem. Who is brave enough, foolhardy enough, to contend with a tion is either worthwhile or posthis or in any university. But pulsory retreat, demonstrates a practiced, whether intermittently system
which has his academic sible,
before I continue, since the word belief in the magical efficacy of
Catholicism at Boston Coldominates much of the remaining the custom. This is patently ab- or constantly applied, signifies a future, his fellowships, his tran- lege must only present
as
discussion, perhaps I should de- surd in an era given to more wholesale retreat from the true scripts, his reputation in its a viable, non-ideological itself
alternahaands?
Thus
the
roads
of
dissifine Ideology as a system or body sophisticated expressions of faith aims of a university and an eduIt must do so unequivocably
of beliefs which is closed to fun- and unfaith. Nor does the com- cation. It is a denial of the rich dence are constricted indeed, and tive.
the rebel 'limsetf is constricted and immediately. It has no choice
damental amendment and which pulsory yearly retreat function as
complexity of learning and the into frustration and hostility to- but to eradicate all elements of
consequently inhibits the auton- a symbol of sacrament or comcompulsion, to raise the level of
omy of the individual by permit- mitment. For at best, it is merely ambiguity of living itself. It is wards 'he society in which such
its message to a measure comting him only total acceptance or outmoded and at worst its im- a belief, supported either by dis- reprisal is endemic.
Compulsion is paradoxical im- patible with the methodologies
rejection.
position on all students baptized honesty or blindness, that monoliThree years ago compulsory at- as Catholics is a direct violation thicism is not fanatic, is not anti- potence. It is a vestige of real and spirit of other disciplines,
moral and intellectual authority. other, more compelling messages.
tendance twice a week at Mass of the much touted rights of conintellectual. Such dishonesty, such It symbolizes a decadence which It has no alternative but to open
for dormitory students was re- science.
be they the library, the
scinded. This was a laudable, but
Whatever the philosophic con- intoleration, is immoral in almost is terrifying because it is so pow- forums,
classroom,
the incidental lecture,
of
is
any
morality,
certainly
even the erful. And it
the anregretably, only one step in the notations of religious imposition
system
the chapel, or the entire structure
removal of a religious paternal- be, the imposition of a compul- unofficial ones.
tithesis of liberal inquiry.
of the university.
ism which is the hallmark of sory retreat is, in practice, totally The spectrum of abuses toward It is difficult to argue that com- and orientation
I hasten to add, in conclusion,
pulsion in any of its forms, whetha defensive and degenerate re- self-defeating. It widens the
the individual in an ideological er it be censorship or academic that I feel my analysis is sketchy
ligiosity. The continuation through breach between the individual and
this academic year of the com- organized religion by merely in- society, as Boston College occa- discredit, is a successful religious and that my depiction of Boston
pulsory retreat is symptomatic of tensifying the hostility (or apathy) sionally is, is wide, both in pos or educational force. I do not re- College as an ideological monoa mentality variously described, the individual may feel towards sibility and practice. I should fer ito direct censorship, from lith is from the viewpoint of the
perhaps by the ungenerous, as an authoritative institution which omit more than passing mention which Boston College is mercifully dissident. Those who have found
"Ghetto" or "Minority," whose possesses the means of sanction of the ordinary philosophy and free, but to other less distinct their adjustment already have no
theology courses. What is to be forms of thought and expression need of the alternatives I have
characteristics in extreme forms and reprisal.
are a defensive stand and whose In the case of Boston College, said of academic disciplines that control, forms which, negatively, listed, except as accepting them
structure in more moderate guises the diploma is withheld from will not benefit from centuries fail to create the proper free as the moral and intellectual neis a combination of the mono- those who disagree with the of- of history? Only that they have forums, and which positively pos- cessities of a genuine university.
whisked themselves out of serious I
consideration.
What still remains to be questioned is the validity and the
morality of compelling all stuby William Sullivan
by Andrew Durkin
dents, regardless of faith, to attend philosophy courses which in
Last Monday evening, the Sodal- ten elective courses in theology,
As a result of a series of mur- signed a cease-fire pact with the no way reflect the quality or
the ity held a conference, open to studerous Communist attacks against Viet-minh, on July 21, 1954. It purposes of
their counterparts in dents and faculty, about the prob- none can replace a requirement,
United States military forces and provided
and three are in biblical languuniversities,
secular
and of com- lems of
for the Viet-minh's contheology at Boston College. ages.
installations in South Viet Nam, trol of
pelling all students baptized as
Instead of this rigidity, AnViet
inNam,
all
North
the discussion
President Johnson stated, a few
pointed to a minimum of
to attend theology cours- Jo Anderson led
derson
became
Catholics
cluding
Hanoi,
which
the
with a short exposition of the funcweeks ago: "I want a joint atcapital. French and es'. These courses, still ranging tion of theology. Basically, he felt required courses, with a concurCommunist
I
prompt.
tack. want it to be
I
loyal forces remained in South in the spectrum of the ordinary that theology courses should pro- rent program of diversified, qualwant it to be appropriate." Actity electives. He felt that this
(and implicitly admiring the exvide opportunities for the individuing upon his orders, American Viet Nam; a new capitol was set traordinary), derogate
the prob- al to grow and develop in his would certainly be desirable.
up in Saigon. From this time
and Vietnamese warplanes were right up
until 1963 when Diem, lematic and minimize the meth- Christian faith. Drawing on Tillich Anderson maintained that there
sent smashing north of the 17th
is at least a general agreement
of South Viet Nam, was as- odology, to concentrate instead he
head
said that faith is to be con- among students that
parallel at Red supply dumps,
upon
dogmatic.
apthe
Such
an
Boston Colsassinated,
the
States
United
aidsidered a central act of the hucommunications systems and
ed
result proach is to negate the very man personality, a "state of be- lege is lacking in these areas,
South
Viet
Nam
as
a
guerilla staging areas.
namely basic Christian acceptance
meaning of education.
ing" characterized by ultimate
The raids were provoked by of the Seato alliance. However,
it wasn't until 1961 that the U.S.
It is not healthy to see fencing concern. In this concern, reason of human diversity and freedom
sneak Communist Viet Cong at- placed
more stress upon their around books. It suggests book- is operative, but realizes it is and, secondly, broad, truly acatacks on two U.S. camps at Pleimilitary
installations in South burnings, and most unfortunate- dealing with a boundless category, demic theology. There is also a
ku and a billet in Quinhon, both
From the time of ly, the intellectual fate of all but involving doubt and risk. In this serious failing in pastoral theology
Viet
Nam.
in South Viet Nam, that resulted
assassination,
even up un- utilitarian ideology. The immedi- framework, love and action re- liturgy, particularly in the dormiin the death or the injury of 177 Diem's
there has been no formal ate and unavoidable consequence flecting this concern are the dy- tories, where it is most needed.
now,
til
U.S. soldiers. North Viet Nam,
or legitimate form of government of such practices of concealment namic qualities of a "faithed" Students can only assume the
backed firmly by Red China and in South
and bias cannot but lead all but personality expressing itself in sincerity of the administrationand
Viet Nam.
perhaps encouraged by Soviet
faculty and their apparently althe most
to a sus- the human situation.
Russia, is acting like a nation What should we do about Viet picicn anddocile-minded
most total ignorance of the proban
eventual
rejection
Mr.
then
outlined
the
Anderson
ready to "go for broke" against Nam? Enumerable factors make cf the authority
lems and needs of the students.
which has created
the U.S. How is it and why have this a difficult question to answer. these impositions and sanctions. main areas of concern of formal
At this point Donald Kramer
university.
First,
in
a
theology
Political
at
home
support
for
we become so envolved in this
pro- theology must recognize the indi- gave a closer description of a good
Whether
the
psychological
not
to
pledge
President Johnson's
tiring situation?
cesses of rejection be based on vidual's autonomy and spiritual theology course within the current
In 1950, Viet Nam was recog- leave the field in Viet Nam will the lure of the forbidden,
framework. What students want
or a
nized as an independent state in the long run depend more on rebellious distrust of the apodic- dignity. Accepting this as a are professional,up-to-date teachthe
is
ground-plan,
problem
main
deeper
understanding
a
of
Com- tic, or a
within the French union (a postdissatisfaction with in- how can theology be intellectual- ers, who evince and communicate
war version of the French colo- munist tactics in a "war of libera- tellectual and moral mediocrity,
of a fairly scholarly naized. In a sense, a department of interest
nial empire). Autonomy was tion" than on anything else. Pres- is largely irrelevant here.
ture
in
the problems under conreligion would be preferable, stugranted to Viet Nam, but control ident Johnson, himself, stated: To
sideration in the course. He said
generated
Problems
in
religoans
such
an
world
dying
primary
retreat
"strategically
would be
of military and foreign affairs was
atmosphere find only closed ave- dying primary world religions on that students feel that many theolheld by France, the United States, unwise and morally unthinkable." nues of
solution. The fear of slay- their own terms and for their own ogy teachers have no interest or
Britain, and other Pro-Western There is great potential danger ing sacred
cows and the conse- sake. Furthermore, within the spe- specialty, and are given theology
states which recognized Viet Nam. in the new firmness of the U.S. quent
to teach in order to do something.
furor,
Russia and Red China recognized On the other hand, if the U.S. an imagined whether a real or cifically Christian Religion, theolDuring the discussion it became
fear,
colors
the
connot
should
be
ogies,
Theology,
Viet-minh as the legal govern- were to withdraw or demonstrate
apparent that some students expect
the
dissident or the taught. At this point it should be
a lack of resolution, a greater sciousness of
ment.
discontented. The rebel student is mentioned that on the undergrad- theology to be related to contemAided by Chinese arms, the peril would result, in that the ex- confronted with compromising uate level, there is one history of porary practical, especially social,
Viet-minh occupied most of North pansionist government of Red himself with the ideology or fac- religions course (Hs. 197-8), al- problems, while other feel it can
Vict Nam, with guerilla pockets China would move in and take ing reprisals, sometimes open,
though Dr. Michaud's departure not be a valid discipline as long
over all of Southeast Asia.
the element of
elsewhere.
sometimes
more
subtle.
His
reliwill leave large gaps. But there as it maintains
The question may arise as to
After the fall of the French
ance on and faith in the good- are no comparable courses in the ethic, which should be left to pasfortress of Dienbienphu, France
(Continued on Page Nine
will of a religious faculty and ad- theology department at all. Of the
(Continued on Page Nine

Viet Commentary
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Student Affairs Director

year.

The student enrollment at Boston College is steadily
increasing, and there is every indication that this trend
will continue. Presently, over six thousand students are

enrolled in the four undergraduate day schools. Yet
there is no administrator whose responsibility is to the
students and student activities on a university-wide
scale.

not going to defend the need for
change. I am going to propose a
particular change
doing away
with forced retreats completely.
There is such a thing as individ?

ual freedom. Individual freedom,
of course, has to be balanced to
the society one lives in, but in respect to retreats at BC there is
a clear infingement on the individual. As a Catholic a person
is bound by his church to attend
Mass on holy days and Sundays,
but the Catholic Church has left
retreat-making to the individual.
Where has BC found the right to
demand retreats for Catholic students?a right not even the Catholic Church has chosen to assume? Like the Church, BC has
a obligation to encourage retreatmaking and to provide the encouragement and opportunities
for a Catholic to lead the fullest

sion that the only honest policy
for this university to adopt is
abolshment of required retreats
of any nature. Since anyone, who
is even remotely aware of the
present state of retreats, should
know that change is needed. I am spiritual life. Mandatory retreats

So You Say
by Ed Cunningham

To the Editor:

or four) is not this commitment?it is a ravishment and distortion of this obligation.
Mandatory retreats defeat and
insult the purpose of a retreat. If
a person does not want to make a
retreat now, he will go to an open
retreat. The reason he does this
is to get the thing over with. His
attitude is an insult to everything
a retreat should be, but his attitude is the result of a forced
mandate by this university (and
let us remember the primary
urpose of a university). Thomas
Carlyle, the Victorian, once said
"One life; a little gleam of time
between two eternities; no second chance for us forevermore."
He's right and we have no right
to cause part of this life to be
spent in a spirit of rebellion at a
closed retreat. Every day should,
by offering it to God, be a prayer.
No one has to take retreat to be
intimate with his Creator.
It may look good to say all
Catholic students at BC go on a
retreat, but I don't think looking
Catholic is more important than
BEING Catholic!
Catholic Committment should be
clear at Boston College. Students
should be encouraged, not pressured or forced, to go on a retreat. With chapels, Masses, confession and numerous retreats opportunities, BC can fulfill these op(two

The creation of such a post is not without precedent.
A number of large universities have Vice-Presidents or There have been notable figures main.
Directors in charge of Student Affairs. The chief ad- in the 20th Century, and lest they The Scapegoat of the Century to
vantage of establishing this position is that stur -ts be forgotten The Heights hereby Herbert Hoover.
would have direct recourse to a specific person ha\ % bestows its "Awards of the CenThe Switch hitter Award of the
Century is given jointly to Wayne
the authority to deal with interschool activities. Vi tury."
portunities. People don't have to
Morse and Strom Thurmond.
Walsh, in talking with the editors, referred to this perThe Battlefield of the Century
be forced to worship God.
phrasing
of
the
Cenboss;
than
a
this
The
Second
Banana
son as a coordinator rather
to Oxford, Mississippi.
"I see something of God each
to Benito Mussolini.
best explains the function of the office. There would be The Businessman of the Century tury
of the twenty-four, and each
ot
the
to
hour
Century
The
Sportsman
medionly
serve as a
a specific person who would not
then.
Secy. Albert Fall.
to
Dr.
moment
Steven
Ward.
ator between the students and the administration, but The Chemist of the Century to The Teenager of the Century to In the faces of men and women
campus
also as a liaison among personnel in the various
Al Capone.
Mrs. Jerry Lee Lewis.
I see God, and in my own face
activities.
The Telegram of the Century to in the glass.
The Disaster of the Century to
1

the Burning of the Reichstag.
The Dog

of the Century

Because of the pressing need, there is the tempta- Checkers.
tion to fill the position hurriedly, but unless a Jesuit is The Extrovert of the Century
chosen who is genuinely interested in and capable of Jayne Mansfield.
helping students in non-academic matters, the office The Educator of the Century
Charles Van Doren.
could not function effectively.

The Enigma of the Century
Margaret Truman.
The Economist of the Century
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tsetse fly.
The Least Likely to Succeed
Award of the Century to Dwight
Eisenhower.
The Least Original Thought of
the Century to George Lincoln

perb. Mr. Pelt
and sensitivity
ent of his gro
ning. The renc
tions from Byi
bons were tota
found myself

student group

performance
university is
cultural state
the musical pa
I applauded tl
my

i.'s imagination
a the great talsaved the eve-

,

,

;

i

students

concert.
But the musi

with an

accoui

tion England 1

;

ical sensibilitie
audience was
credibly aggre
of the English

saw militant C

s 0 f the selecfallis and Gibccesses; and I
king that if a
put on such a
this, then the

ing England from the mediocre
inanities of Anglicanism. Having
turned aside from the great intellectual surge of Trent (so the
thesis of the evening ran), England sacrificed true greatness;
but a few rays of light remained,
thanks to Thomas More and Edmund Campion and William Byrd
(who, it seemed to be implied,
was a great musician because he

was a Catholic). There were read-

ings from More and Campion and
Spenser and Shakespeare (nicely
done by members of the dramatic
society), but by what reasons
Campion was linked with More
and Spenser and Shakespeare, I
couldn't gather; unless it was to
suggest that his martyrdom for
his faith was a direct analogue to
their aritstic creativity. I listened, in vain, for some mention
of Hooker or Donne or Taylor

..

very healthy or Milton
but then-of course
; d. All through this was a "selective" view of the
f the program, English Renaissance, a quasi:ood fortune of Bellocian view of the Renais-

were at the sance, and besides, Hooker and
Donne and Taylor and Milton had
as interspersed renounced the great creative
post-Reforma- thrust of Trent, and so, presumset my histor- ably, were negligible. Whatever
i edge; for the happened to that thing called
>sed to an in- "ecumenism" we were all talking
> interpretation about a little while ago? More
aissance which important: whatever happened to
Jicism redeemhistorical evidence?

What promised to be a "Program of the English Renaissance"
turned out to be dreadful homiletics. I was saddened to see the
great talents of the choral and
dramatic societies lending themselves to such a simplistic, doctrinaire interpretation of a great,
creative and basically Protestant
. and I'm realiterary era
sonably sure that More, Byrd,
Spenser and Shakespeare (but
perhaps not Campion) would object to being used so.
The prose passage printed on
the program is splendidly baroque, unhistoric, puzzling in syntax, most unclear in its argument
(I obviously do not admire Father Daniel Foley's prose style).
It is a microcosm of the evening's
performance: a grand pastiche of
brilliant bits, hung together without design or logic, frustrating in
what it omits and puzzling in
what it includes.

..

rude Stein.

The Poor Soul of the Century

The Poor Loser of the Century
to Madame Nhu.
The Public Relations Man of the
Cen'ury to Joseph Goebbels.
The Practical Joker of the Century to Carrie Nation.
The Romance of the Century to
Ernest Borgnine and Ethel Mer-

blast to Tobacco. The first hour
show ended with a moving dram-

itization of the trial of Charles
DC. The concluding hour, the
time of which is yet to be announced, contains a section from
the private journal of young
Queen Victoria and a reading
from the Epilogue of"The Mwrte
D'Arthur' and cannot or should
not be missed- I have heard it
said that perhaps The Hollow
Crown was more powerful on the
stage, but, having seen both productions, I can only say that each
had a majesty of its own.

* * *

I have been caistigated
review of Madwoman of
in laist week's Heights.
clarify two point? First,

for my
Chaillot
May I

the ex-

pression "sheer nonsense" was
typographically juxtaposed so that

it modified the direction of Mister
Michael Murray rather than modifying a particular section of the
play, as was intended. Secondly,
in calling the play a fantasy, I
later interpreted this seeminglunacy to be invectives hurled
ageiinst the comrriercial world or,
For its subject matter this like Jean Anouilh in his Antigone,
"Fall and Foibles of the Kings a drama about occupied France
and Queens of England" begins and a daimnation of its invaders.
with the hollow crown speech
section found
from Richard the Second. Iron- Unfortunately this
to the editing floor and
ically, this is the only Shakes- its way
extant review made the excelpeare in the production. It gives the
production
the history of England by "A par- lent Charles Playhouse
the
of a
discipline
to
have
seem
ignorant
histial, prejudiced and
torian, Jane Austen, aged fif- country hoedown.

proj

.

MADRIGALS: REVIEW

by Joseph Stone

last week of
horal Societies
itled on ticket, gram, the singers approached that
as "The Eng- other phase of Renaissance mu"Madrigals" sic, that part which lends crelish Rebirth,"
and the "Engl
Rermissance." dence to the mythical Merrie Olde
Unfortunately,
was none of England. The three Morley madrithe "Counter- gals were zesty and vivacious,
these but rati
Reformation in
gland."
though Este's How Merrily We
The music, a
was excellent. Live was perhaps a little less
V program had ringing and lively than its poetry
One wishes tha
l Mr. Peloquin called for. The final selection,
included more
ccnttinued his
jsentation, evi- Byrd's What Is Life, echoed the
denced last sen
tr with. Vivaldi reflective, unhappy moods of.the
and Orff, of wo
of, and opening pieces, and closed the
in many ways
cher than the program en a note suggestive of
standard romar
tepertoire. His the spirit dominant at the close
accompaniment ; the harpsi- of the Age of Elizabeth.
chord of the Er
h. masterworks The spoken arts came off a
was light and i
t insistent and decided second best in a poorly
imparted the ri
tone and color constructed program that cast the
to the racefu
ladrigals and music into a secondary, decora
church pieces.
madrigal sing- tive role.
ers, for the i
ter part, lent
The entire presentation opened
fully to the irsauspidously with an anonymous
themselves be
iety of works. narrator
intoning apocalyptic
moods of this
They were app
lately and not prose behind a barely parted curicholic in Tal- tain. This dash of theatricality
emphatically rr
lis' rather typ
bit of Eliza- was folio.ved by Mr. Weig's debethan self-indv
it misery. Un- livery cf an excessively longwimdder Mr. Pelcqu
direction they ed second introduction, which atavoided a rr
lin rendition. tempted, unsuccessfully, to create
Byrd's Kyrie ij
restrained but a coherent paradigm of either the
infinitely compl
ind busy little Rcnais-ance or the program. It
work. The singe
landled it well, cr.'ig'.itened the audience to neias they did I two Gibbons' ther the Renaissance or the muworks, the refle
e What Is Our sical forms it created. Despite its
Life and the
bthly graceful length and overwrought detail it
Silver Swan.
reglected cne of its primary func|df of the pro- tions: identification. For the enIn the seconcj
i

fc>utside

'

spirit and vitality with which they
sang. They exhibited a superb
control over dynamics: proceeded
easily and naturally from double
forte to pianissimo while maintaining perfect ensemble. The accompaniment to the solos was al-

Some of the soloists had received
vocal training while other soloists
had untrained voices. I was tempted to suggest that only the trained
vocalists perform the solos so as
to blend well with the skill of the
group as a whole, but perhaps
this would dismiss some of the
folk element and possibly prevent
the base solos which certainly
added color and fun.
It was a great relief for me to
hear an amateur group perform

with such fine professional quality.
The conductor, Daniel Gsovski,
who is a graduate student at
Vale, spoke in a conversational
and extemporaneous manner to
explain the pieces to the audience
and thus allowed up to share in
the chorus' enthusiasm for the
songs. He began by saying that
the first religious piece, "Tebe
(Continued on Page 9)

AMEN (AND WOMEN)
AD HOMINEM
To the Editor:
I should like to commend Mr.
Androski's
scholarly
article,
which, in less than 500 words, told
approximately 5,000 BC students
(I mean males) what they are
supposed to be like. It is reassuring to know that there is finally
a perceptive Heights writer willing to discard the outmoded conventions of writing?like logic, coherence, tact, and thorough knowledge of subject matter. Never before have I read am article that
could reveal the characters of so
many people by merely describ-

says you should rule them out), what disturbs, or better disgusts
and that the two extreme groups me most is your attitude. An atare bad influences on the middle titude riddled with haughtiness,
group, although all three groups
and conformity witch you
"add to the honor and 'esprit conceit,
dc corps' of BC." And I learned and all your sister coeds throughout the conutry assume as the
all that in 500-words or less.
I am looking forward to the day current mode of thought. Your
clothes, your actions, and your
when Mr. Androski, at his world- expressionless
faces reflect this
ly best, will publish a 500-word
I
turn. You dress
everywhere
world
from
the
history
account of
alike, talk alike, and think alike
Creation on.
Daniel Kudzma, A&S '68 ?a vast herd of lemmings hell
bent on destruction.
You even accuse me of being
part of your affectacious counterparts here on campus ?the very
Dear Carol and Betty,
thought appalls me! A brief perAfter being beaten to my knees usal of last week's and this week's
by your verbal onslaught, I find "Swinging Out" will give you a
it only meet and just to lash back fair indication of my thoughts
with some sort of retort. Gentle- along these lines. God forbid that
man I may be and would never I should be even associated with
harm a lady, but a humble dog them.
is bound to be tripped over or
I do not ask for a "passionate
kicked at one time or another.
greeting?your masculYou ask what it is that so dis- kiss" in
ine
handshake
is sufficient. And
turbs me about yourselves? Well,
you fell over-awed in my presif
of your many glorious attributes,
ence, I'm sure Mr. Mooney would
be overjoyed at the prospect of a
trek beneath the linden trees with

AD FEMINAM

RETREATS AND YOU
by Bob Hinson

Sewing the seeds.

The joint
the Dramatic a
was variously 1
pester and prog

by Robert Carroll

ways soft so that the solos could
be heard clearly sparing with
members. Still under his direc- the melodies. The chorus followed
tion, they have toured Russia five the conductor exactly and could
cut off simultaneously and begin
t'mes.
The chorus presented a pro- again with equal spirit. The ingram of Russian folk music dat- tonation was excellent.
The group presented an intering from as far back as the tenth
century up to the present. The esting combination of the formal
songs originated from all over concert and of formal folk singRussia: from the Ukraine to Si- ing: the group took the. formal
beria, and were of several types: stance of a large semicircle
religious, secular, composed and around the conductor while on
anonymous.
both ends of the circle two of the
The technical proficiency of the singers gyrated and leaned with
group was astounding. Equal to the emphasis of the music as
their musical skill was the great though they were singing solos.

ing their clothes and the way they
wear their hair. I was even more
impressed to learn that there aire
three groups of students at BC
and that they all "have their
place in BC life" and that it
would be unjust "to omit any one
of them" (except the first group,
which really isn't a group and
doesn't count since Mr. Androski

by Ed McDonough

once again ai odds with Broadway. On television, however, Susskind's medium, he and David
Melnick have dignified the screen

a concert given by the Vale Russian Chorus at Bapst Auditorium
last Sunday evening.
The chorus was founded in 1954
by Denis Mickiewicz, a student at
Vale, who was lecturing to the
Russian Club on Russian folk music. Instead of playing this music, he had his audience sing the
folk songs and from these lectures developed the chorus of 28

In brief: for the college to put

on a performance dealing with
the English Renaissance is a marvellous thing; but some attempt
ought to have been made beforehand to determine what the English Renaissance really was.
Whatever it was, it wasn't what
was hatched in Campoin audiotrium.
Richard E. Hughes
Professor of English

THE HOLLOW CROWN

with The Hollow Crown- A production of the Royal Shakespeare
Theatre (as was last year's Paul
Rockwell.
The Militarist of the Century to Scofield-King Lear) Crown was
devised for the stage by John
Pancho Villa.
The Musician of the Century to Barton. It was intended for only
one performance, but its theatriHarry Truman.
The Mother of the Century to cal power brought it to performances in many English-speaking
Beverly Aadland's mother.
The Newscaster of the Century countries.
to Tokyo Rose.
The concept is startlingly simThe Nationalist of the Century
ple for but four actors, three
to Charles dc Gaulle.
singers and a harpsicord comThe Night Club of the Century prise the company. For the readMunich
Ratskeller.
to the
ers, Max Adrian read the more
The Optimist of the Century to comic and sophisticated items.
Juan Peron.
The Organization of the Century Dorothy Tutin, one of the greatest actresses that I have ever
to the Mafia.
The Opportunist of the Century seen, supplied the range of fifteen year old Jane Austen to an
to Franz Yon Papen.
The President of the Century to old lady of seventy. In his deep
Edith Wilson.
voice, Paul Hardwick covered the
The Pornographic Magazine of more bluff and extroverted pasthe Century to the National Geo- sages, and the author John Bargraphic.
ton covered the detached, ironic
The Poet of the Century to Gert- and intellectual passages.

Haile Selassie.

ended the Projh Renaissance,
ramatic society
jiety. Since I'm
familiar with
excellences of
both groups;
since I teach
the literature ; the English
Renaissance, I
ed my students
to attend. Pe
« I ought to
have urged th
to picket Campion Hall inste
carrying angry
banners that
d out against
the injustice
e the English
Renaissance.
Let me say
mediately that
the choral wo
vas simply su-

by Dr. Richard Hughes

the Zimmerman Note.
I find letters from God dropt
The Territory of the Century to in the street, and everyone is
Alsace-Lorraine and,
sign'd by Godss name.
The Technological Development
And I leave them where they
to cf the
Century is awarded to the
are, for I know that whereso'er
Zeppelin.
to
Nominations for further awards I go.
close at midnight, Dec. 31, 1999. I Others will punctually come
to Decision of the judges will be I forever and ever."
?Whitman
I
final.
to

Charles Ponzi.
The Folk Hero of the Century
to Albert Schweitzer.
The Good Sport of the Century
to Pierre Laval.
The Good Citizenship Award of
the Century to Sacco and Van-

t~

Last night I
gram of the E
presented by tl
and the choral

The Campus Council sponsored

to

The Heights wculd like to express its appreciation
to the Very Reverend Michael P. Walsh, S.J., President
The Broadway critics have teen." It presents correspondence
of the university, for his cooperation in granting an in- zetti.
Kelly to a one-night-only beween Henry VIII and Anne
damned
of
his
terview with the editors earlier this week. In view
Century grave (though it was no worse Boleyn. Max Adrian convulsed
The
of
the
Immigrant
crowded schedule, he was mere than generous in the to Zsa Zsa Gabor.
than the current "hit" Baker the audience with his Scotch rendition of James Stuart's Countertime he gave us.
The Insect of the Century to the Street), and David Susstand is
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VALE RUSSIAN CHORUS

MADRIGALS: OPINION

MANDATORY CATHOLICISM
by Richard Curran
The resolution which the Campus Council will present to the
Dean's Council on March 15, is
not at all satisfactory. How much
of an improvement this resolution,
if accepted, would affect is debatable. The fact that it will not
be in adaquete change is, I feel
not debatable. It definitely falls
short of what our university's polInterest has been grawing over the possibility of a icy should be.
I myself voted in favor of this
new university post: a Director of Student Affairs. Unin
resolution
at the time it was beweek,
unofficial.
This
has
been
til now, this interest
the Student Congress Since
a press conference with th Heights, the Very Reverend fore
that time however, having reflectMichael P. Walsh, S.J., president of the University, of- ed on it and having talked with
ficially recognized the need for such a post, and ex- an inconsiderable number of stupressed a hope that it would be created and filled next dents I have come to the conclu-
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I cannot help but note with interest the efforts of the Campus
Council to amend the retreat regulations now in effect at Boston
College. I feel very strongly about

this issue.

freedom is too much to ask, the
problem is not whether the retreat should be on-campus or at
a retreat house, but whether or
not the same dogmatic mediocrity
will be continued.
The Boston College retreat system does have excellent potential.
An on-campus retreat could be a
rewarding experience for each involved. But before this is the
case, some serious changes need
to be made. First, the scheduling of the retreat day needs to
be altered. No wonder a retreat
has no effect when you find twenty-five minute conferences sandwiched between hour-long breaks.
I realize that these breaks are for
religious contemplation, but it is
evident that no really adequate
area is provided other than chapel
for meditation and religious discussion; And as a result, the
break ends up being a period of
study or aui hour-long bull session. This is unfortunate.
Second, the subject matter of
the conferences should be revamped to confront the problems
which affect today's college student. Going hand in hand with
this, I would suggest the institution of smadl discussion groups
composed of the retreatants and
led by suitable Jesuit moderators.
I feel that there is little Christion committment on the Boston
College scene at present, and the
prospects do not look bright. A
change must be made and the
time is now. To maintain the status quo is, indirectly, to condone
the current state of spiritual

The present system of on-caunpus retreats is rairely a spiritual
forced to play at guessing the bits aid to the student: speaking
from
and pieces which were larded lib- experience, I can say that it has
erally with more unenlightening been a spiritual detriment. The
retreats at Boston College are
inlroductcry material.
neither stimulating nor religiousis
not
The Counter-Refcrmaticn
ly rewarding. They tend to result
the central fact of the English in a well-meaning theological
Renaissance. Nor are More and hodge-podge.
Campion the central figures of
The Campus Council is now trythe period. The dishonesty of al- ing to correct a situation which
locating to the Jesuits the heroes' has long been in need of correcioles in the development of the tion. There is no doubt in my
English Renaissance is a dismind, nor in the mind of most
credited and ultramcrilane histor- students, I feel sure, that the
perspective
ical
as well as an present system of compulsory onunfcrgiveable piece of chauvin- campus retreats is thoroughly unism. To ignore the fact that Caim- acceptable. But I am doubtful
p'.ca and the Jesuits were, from that the solution lies in the elimicno valid point of view, common nation of these retreats in favor
traitors and a disruptive influ- of ones off-campus. The unacence in a state still nursing its ceptability, I feel, results not so
recollection of civil war, and to much in that the
sessions are held
project the transition cf the Re- on-caunpus,
but
in
that the overformation years from their rela- adl quality of the retreats is downtive tranquillity to a prototypical right poor.
Reign cf Terror is to betray an
It is my opinion that the most
alarming lack cf historical sophisdesirable
solution to the problem
tication as well as an abundeuice is the elimination of compulsory
cf provincialism.
religious
exercises altogether.
Beth Mr. Weig and Mr. O'Brien
days of a lace curtain, IrishThe
in their presentation of this maCatholic Boston College are over.
terial seemed to be a bit overstrictly
whelmed by the prose. Mr. O'- Religious encounter is a
personad thing. Compulsory reBrici was inclined en several oc- treats merely alienate those who
casiens to impart a melodramatic
to them, and those people
relish and heavy handed irony to object
ainnoy others who may want to
several phases of his narration.
make a retreat in good faith.
(Continued on Page Nine
However, if personal religious laxity.

you.

With all my love,
Androski

Henry J.

SANITAS
To the Editor,
A public non-sectarian university of unwieldly proportions wats
forced to face a challenging,
pressing issue recently. The University of California at Berkeley
had to aisk itself if somewhere
it had failed its students by de-.
priving them of their identity as

individuals for the sake of educational efficiency. This is a relevent question for the Giants of
Higher Education to face. The
private Catholic college has issues unique to its structure which
it must face, too. The fears which
prompted this letter are rooted in
my concern that the substantative questions in regard to our
University will be ignored because of student preoccupation
with such distracting banter as
Henry Androski's articles.
Are we to ignore the questions
raised by Dr. Michaud at the
Sodality meeting last week?
"What type of Catholic education
should be instituted to avoid the
mistakes. ...?" "Should the whole
system be thrown out all together?" If these are idle questions,
why seek revisions in the retreat
rule? If these inquiries aire valid,
should not we the students be

.

seeking their answers, because
whom do they affect more than
us? Let us keep in mind that
Dr. Michaud is not going to be
with us next year to remind us.
."The System" will be however, and so will the Androskis.

Joseph B. Ezhaya

A&S, '65
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Debating: Victorious Revival at B.C.
For the past ninety-eight
years the Fulton Debating
Society has been a permanent fixture on campus,
serving not only the needs
of students for active discussion of topical problems, but also the need of
the university for one
more example of its intellectual dynamism and academic excellence.

Thus 1963 saw the Fultonians
ranked as fourth among the nation's universities, and first among
all the Catholic colleges in the

country.

Both received the Hamilton
Award for Nationad Championship
Finalists, and then received extra
recognition by being named ats
two of the top ten speakers in
the country.
The current 1964-65 seaison began when Jim Unger and Rick
Ward, both former Fultonians and
now students at Harvard Law
School, were named assistauit
coaches by Dr. Lawton. The yeair

The year 1964 was again filled
with triumph atnd even greater
national prominence for the Society. Jim and Joe appeared consistently in the final rounds of almost every major tournatment in
the country, ranging as far south
as the University of Miami, atnd began auspiciously for the FulDuring the 1920's and early as far west as the University of tonians. Joe McLaughlin and John
30's, the Fulton gained national Redlands, Cadifornia. The victor- Raedel captured first place at the
recognition with its record of con- ies were particularly rewarding Greater Boston Forensic Tournasistent victories over such local for Jim Unger as he was named ment and then at the University
opponents ais Harvatrd and Holy top speatker in nine of the four- of Kentucky on two successive
Cross. Interest in debate waned teen tournaments during the year. weekends. Continuing in the trahowever, just before the war, atnd When April came, Jim and Joe dition of the Society, Boston Colit wasn't until 1961 that the Ful- were selected once again to com- lege's Joe McLaughlin wais named
ton once again began its winning pete for the Nationad Champion- best speaker in both tournaunents.
ship and this time they went all
Activity continued at other levways.
This was the year that a trio the way to the final round before els while the Varsity travelled
of men came together for the losing on a close 4-3 decision. west to the Air Force Academy
first time, a trio that was destined to produce a record of consistent victory unmatched by any
university in the nation. Dr. John
Lawton, Director of Debate and
Chairman of the Department of
Speech, began to work extensively with Jim Unger and Joe McLaughlin. Jim was then a sophomore with five years of debate
experience behind him, and Joe
was a young freshmaui with four
years of experience debating for
B.C. High.
Within one year, a year filled
with both defeat and victory, Joe
and Jim were one of the forty
outstanding teams in the country.
As a result they were chosen to
participate in the National Collegiate Championship Tournatment
held in April of 1963. After two
days of gruelling competition, the
Fultonians were selected to participate in the elimination rounds
and went all the way to the semifinads before they were defeated.

Joe McLaughlin A&S '65, Ron Jurtis A&S '67, and Al Wagner
A&S '67, talk with the secretary of the Speech Department.

in Colorado Springs. The fresh- excellence which further cementmen, Pete Cooper, Art Desrosiers, ed Boston College's hold on the
Dave White, John Riley, Bob Hal- Number 2 ramking atmong the nali, amd Dick Sunberg gained much tion's universities. Consistency
needed experience. As a result of may also be found in the airea
their hard work they swept all of individual awards as McLaughthe teaun and individual awards lin was naimed one of the top
at the B.U. Tournament. The speaikers in almost every tournasophomores, Harry Attridge avid ment held this year.
For the fourth consecutive time,
Ron Jerutis, produced strong results in tournaments held in New Boston College this yeair hais been
York. The juniors, Al Wagner and chosen as one of the outstanding
Den McCarthy, won the Jesuit 40 teams in the country and will
College National Championship in participate in the National ChamChicago.
pionship in April.
Second semester found Joe Mc- Since the revival of the Fulton
Laughlin and Den McCarthy de- in 1961, many of its members
bating at Harvard, Dartmouth, have been chosen as Scholars of
and Northwestern, avid producing the College, fellowship recipients,
a record at these three major and law school scholarship wintournaiments unmatched by amy ners, proving that academic exother team in the country. Joe
Underclass members of the Fulton Debating Society, David Sun- and Den were selected as one of cellence, intellectual growth, and
berg CBA '68, Harry Attridge A&S '67, Pete Cooper A&S '68, the top eight teams in each tour- service to the University are not
Art Desrosiers A&S '68, with trophies won at B.U. Tournament. nament, a record of consistent mutually exclusive.

THE MILITARY BALL
The chandeliered ballroom of the Sheraton Plaza Hotel was the scene last Friday
night for the fifteenth annual Boston College ROTC Military Ball. The event was replete with all the pageantry which makes a
military ball a little bit more memorable
than any other.
From newly promoted seniors to the uninitiated freshmen cadets, old memories were
cherished and new ones kindled.

Colonel and Mrs. John L. Murphy (the gala was
dedicated to Colonel Murphy).

The Queen, Miss Patricia Lynch, and her escort
Cdt. Capt. Paul Riley preside over the rest of the
Kaydette Court.

15tit -Arnnual
Cadets dance to the music of Ken Reeves and his
orchestra.
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LETTERS
had since the Council of Trent
in being able to see through all
LITURGY
the change
LETTERS

The liturgy is, or should be,
the worship offered to Christ and,
through Christ, to the Father by
the whole community. The changes in the liturgy of the Mass
which will go into effect next
Sunday will be another step forward toward the accomplishment
of that ideal.
These changes have as their
purpose to increase the comprehensibility of the service, to
stress the participation by all the
people, and to eliminate unnecessary accretions of the years. Only
the sacrifice itself will be offered
at the altar: preaching avid teaching will take place at the side.
Laymen will pairticipate more

what are the essentials of our worship and our faith.
It is a great time to get involved
and see what is going on.

HISTORY
To the Editor:
History should be fun but not
absurd. History 042 is more than
absurd; it's disgusting. The professor is faced with the impossible task of giving a survey course
in American history to almost
two hundred students and pupils.
The most curious thing about the
course is that only A&S history
majors are required to take it;
presumably the dozens from CBA
could leave any time. Isn't that

9

HIS HONOR

With the twenty years of public
service under his belt which have
brought John F. Collins much
praise and glory, much criticism
and distrust, Boston's mayor will
seek state-wide office in 1966. To
many, his name may be just another addition to the stockpile of
aspirants for the State House executive suite and the Senate. To the
informed observer, however, Mr.
Collins represents a far more successful politician than those who
may choose to block his path. He
has been on the winning side
time after time, even when his
own political life was in no danger
and even in the past state election, when he chose to cross party
lines.

Not until he had accomplished a
truly historical upset of John E.

This last minute twist may have
been responsible for sending Mr.
Collins to a substantial margin,
which he built on in his successful reelection over Gabriel Piemonte. Piemonte, one of Boston's
perennial losers, has always run
very strongly in certauh sections
of the city, such as the North End
and East Boston, and the size of
the Mayor's plurality wats further
tribute to the men who organized
his campaigns and a warning to
statewide politicians that Collins
was certainly someone to be reckoned with.
To credit Collins with complete
responsibility for the revitalization of the city, which is now famous as "The New Boston",
would be unfair to those who were
in on the ground-floor planning.
Nevertheless, the superb economizing in the early years of the
administration was a major contribution to the project. The success of the development, directed
toward re-attracting businesses

Norman Welch

an interesting question. It has
been speculated that the Mayor
was certain that Volpe would not
seek re-election in 1966 and felt
this would facilitate his chance to
reach the gubernatorial office.
Senator Saltonstall holds am important key to the whole outlook.
Although the senior Senator has
given every indication that he will
seek another term, this writer
feels that he may well be playing
a cagy political game by which
he can prevent early splits in the
Republican Party while keeping
the opposition guessing.
If Salty should retire, Volpe
might well seek the vacant seat,
but if not the Governor will retire from politics. Other aspirants
for the seat in case of a Saltonstall retirement among the Republicans, who are suddenly blessed
with several winners in this state,
would be Attorney General Brooke
and Congressman F. Bradford
Morse. Among the Democrats, a
vacauicy would attract Collins, as
well as former Governor Peabody.
This would leave the gubernatorial
race open to Lt. Gov. Elliot Richardson on the Republican side and
Sec. of State Kevin White and
former Atty. Gen. Edward McCor-

Powers, then State Senate President, did Mayor Collins emerge as
a political entity. His years in
just ducky.
Assuming that the turgid phras- the legislature were not unimpreses floating around B.C. concern- sive, but they did not merit heading the ideals of a liberal edu- line space. As the administrator
cation are valid, then the history at the helm of a city previously and tourists to the city, depended
department and/or the admini- blackened by mismainagement, on the ability of the Mayor and
parts will be eliminated as the stration is playing a sick joke? scandal, and a backward view to- his staff to lower, or at least
people's response: "Thanks be to this course is designed for a ward redevelopment, Collins' work level, the mushrooming tax rate.
national and inter- This was done quite effectively
God" to the priest's "Go, the moron, assuming that a moron has received
acclaim, however.
until this year, for which a great
Mass is ended," and the numer- is able to read the few hundred national
The caimpatign ageunst Powers increase has been predicted.
mack among the Democrats.
pages
required
it,
for
text
inblessings
ous
of the consecrated
from start to finish in an
Considering
record,
was
run
Collins'
he
If Saltonstall wishes another
cluded.
Host. The Last Gospel will also
At the risk of antagonizing underdog's role. Most observers would seem an overwhelming can- term, Collins would certainly avoid
be eliminated, making the final
those keen and penetrating minds were surprised that the Jamaica didate for statewide office even the stigma of defeat which a camblessing the end of the Mass.
survived the in this Commonwealth where poli- paign against the popular RepubliNo doubt more chauiges will that are quick to point out that Plain resident even only
and
Collins' tical offices are so hotly contended. can would almost guarantee. Peaprimairy
fight,
students
work
can
on their own,
come. Mainy feel, for example,
team was not stunned by the His campaigners form a machine body would thus emerge as the
that the Latin remaining in the perhaps a more sensible answer town outcome.
The campaign, it- which is comparable to any in the favorite for the nomination to run
giving students worthwhile final
Canon is a contradiction to the
waged
bitterly by both state, and the nationwide publicity against Saltonstall. The triad balself,
was
courses
at
least
major
in their
English that hais already been inwire-tapping
charges he has received negates any feel- loons being released in the past
sides,
with
could be advanced. Adtroduced. Probably the changes fields
and a perfectly-timed FBI raid ing that he would not be attractive few weeks, such as Kennedy aids
will come, too, just when we get mittedly this is a childish solu- being
the highlights. Powers was enough outside of the city.
O'Brien and O'Donnell, point out,
not to mention childish
used to this way. Yet as dis- tion
when
the
many
however, that even Peabody does
victim
of
the
raid
the
in
Despite
things
the
his
letter
but it seems the only
concerting as this may be, and as
disorderly as changing liturgicatl way to deal with a childish situ- object of the search was unfortun- favor, Mr. Cbllins is really not not want the privilege of running
ately graced with a political sign such a sure bet to be victorious against the Republican Senator
worship may appear, it is per- ation.
expounding the cause of the South in 1966 for one reason: the num- and may well try a return to the
haps a blessing in disguise. We
Francis Roche
Boston
Senator.
ber of influential people he has State House.
A&S, '66
have an advantage which the
At any rate, wherever he turns
traunpled on his way up the polimembers of the Church have not This is one point
which outlines could express his love better. The tical ladder.
John Collins faces rough sledding.
program also included historical
the fatal risks involved.
Along the line, Collins has earn- Between himself and his goad of
In the late 1940s the United songs such as "Za Dunaem" ed the reputation of an unscrupu- either the Senate or the State
in
Decemoriginated
the
States said that it was committing which
(Continued from Page Five)
lous politician who will stop short House he faces many fellow Demitself to a global ideological strug- berist pro-constitutional monarchy of nothing to reach his goals. He ocrats who regard him with no
whether or not we should back gle against revolutionary Commu- uprising of 1825.
hais aggravated virtually every kind expressions. The Party will be
up President Johnson's proposals. nism. It is this global
By giving us the enjoyment of branch of the Democratic Party reluctant to back his endeavours,
committhe
music,
Many people of the United States ment which is at the root of our fine Russian folk
tvithin Massachusetts, beginning and once again the GOP, with the
are questioning the taciturn man- difficulty in appraising the extent chorus hoped to increase our un- with his defeat of Powers, a man added edge of holding the four maner of his public and private han- and the importance of our en- derstanding of and identification still very powerful within the par- jor positions at stake, may benefit
dling of the crisis.
gagement in Viet Nam. We have with the Russian as a fellow man ty, avid continuing this paist fall from Democrat disagreement. But,
The decision to stay in Viet to make a judgment as to where just as they tried to increase the when he openly supported the Re- it is now a know fact that an
Nam presents many problems to the 'balance of our interests and Russian's understanding of us by publican candidate for governor, underdog role is relished by the
the U.S. A great war could lead our power is, once this is deter- singing on street corners in RusJohn Volpe.
Boston Mayor, and no observer
us headlong and irretrievably in- mined, we must choose decisively. sia and attracting and talking
Whether or not he backed Volpe will ever doubt the ability of Colto nuclear oblivion. Red China's
The question still remains? with the Russiain people.
because of the Governor's stand lins and his colleagues to buck
If the Vale Russian Chorus suc- in favor of a state sales taix raises any tide.
possession of the atomic bomb is what to do about this touchy sita discomfort to the Western world. uation. If we pull out now, where ceeds only in providing fine enIt is their projection of power- does it end? You stop a dam tertainment, it is because their by a threat condition and so her
real or illusory? that makes Chi- burst when the crack is small, audiences refuse to remain sensi- lack of force can be excused.
(Continued from Page Five)
If the audience had not had to
na dangerous in Asia. Many of not after the deluge has begun. tive to their fine goal.
spend several moments scratching
the West's experts find it rather This is the attitude the U.S. must
its collective scalp in an attempt toral activity and deadt with on
difficult to gain relief from Chi- consider in dealing with Viet
to identify this anonymous piece, a personal level. In courses, more
na's distinct economic weakness, Nam. There seems no way of
hand,
the selectio would have been emphasis on the centrality of
and the problems of the growing backing out, without looking like Mr. Weig. en the other
population. To the top global pow- cowards. The circumstances, once te-ded to be a bit stiff and arti- more immediately pointed and Scripture atnd and avoidance of
humorous. Thus the audience over-philosophizing and structuring
ers?Red China may appear over- weighed must lend assistance in ficial.
Mr. Smith handled his sections would have had a context from
rated, incapable of fighting a the decision, to escalate or to
were strongly urged.
major war or becoming an in- evacuate. Our position is clear, from Waugh's Campion well, if, which to respond and would have
not
un-'
net
for
fourth
challenge
compelled
one
does
the
been
the
Bother members of the Theology
giant.
dustrial
But to the Asians, the choice remains in the hands
Department present, Fr. Dullen
length of the selec- cr fifth tims o supply its own.
Red China is a "live tiger" with of the aggressor. Our commit- ccnscicnable
Fr. Ferrick pointed out that
nucleair claws that are growing ment isn't to spread democracy tion pnd the centrality it was Mr. Sullivan read Shakespeare's and
improvements were being made
Mr.
128th
sonnet
but
well,
accorded.
Smith's
bellicose
with
am
more salient.
but frankly to keep our word,
The Chinese are inward, Asia- save face, and push back the rendition of Campion's Brag is unnecessarily paine dexpression. which would hopefully bring courstic and ignorant. They necessitate Communists. The ominous ques- perhaps not justified by the'text. Or perhap it wasn't so unneces- es closer to what students want
Mr. Bcwerman was inadequate sary. The sonnet, for one, was and need. The department has ina "war climate" within them- tion lurking behind the scenes is;
in
his reading of Thomas Mare's a piece well chosen. The same stituted a committeeto investigate
selves. They would benefit econ- if South Viet Nam becomes anbe said for Spenser's Epi- ways of changing the theology
omically, in regard to their popu- other Korea it may also wind up rather torturous prose in the Dia- cannot
An advanced placement
lation problem by a war. The ma- as an endless battle with a thank- logue of Comfort atnd the Will. thalamion which, though a repre- program.
jor element of China's war-mak- less treaty?no official war, no Whether or not these two works sentative selection, did not lend in theology is planned, and areas
represent a distillation of More's itself well to vocal delivery. Given of electives in junior atnd senior
ing potentiad is her vaist reser- official ending!
Mirs Fronc's illness and the po- yeatrs have been proposed. Also,
humanism is debatable.
voir of military manpower. NotMr. Smith's and Mr. Bower- em's resistance to recitation, Miss within the Society, more men are
withstanding, the only true guarman's dialogue from Bolt's Man Frcnc at least suggested her size- receiving European advanced stuantee of security in Southeast
able capabilities as a dramatic dy and will eventually teach on
Asia against the Chinese military Boha Xhvalim" (We Praise You for a.l Seasons cannot be justified reader.
the college level. Both men felt
threat and against the spread of God) was written at the court of either as a selection or as a
society merits credit there should be broader contacts
wais
The
choral
performance.
reading
Their
Chinese Communism lies in the Catherine the Great. "Akh ty flat, artificial, and consummately for its masterful handling of this with other religions, but were unmaintenance of a powerful mili- Step" (Eagle-Bargehauler) was a
gaps, and evening's program and for its certain as to the best implementatary alliance in that area, and in freedom song which told of a undramatic. The stops,
tion within acadamic fratmework.
the promotion of political and barge hauler who escaped from emphases ar: well as the emo- cultivation of such out of the ordinary riches as the madrigals.
were
colorings
poorly
tional
timed
In general, the discussion hopeeconomic systems whose appeal the Volga and fled to the Steppes
Whether the dramatic society suf- fully led to a fuller understanding
banal.
to the common man, outweighs to be free like the eagle but who, and
Mr. Weig's delivery of the in- fered from a deficiency of proon
sides and
those of the Chinese.
like the eagle, must not go too tror'uetien to the second half of gratmming, or a "bad night" or of problems to both
a
closer
relawill
contribute
Because we can only speculate near the valley lest he be caught. the evening was guilty of the a combination of both, is difficult tion
of theology courses to the
at this point about future war- "Metelitsa" greatly amused us; tame
sins as the first: a some- to say. Given the evidence, howneeds of students, as well
fare if nuclear weapons aire used it was about a young fellow who what sift delivery of loose and ever, of its Shakespeareaui per- current
as becoming more fully an aca?being unable to draw from his- walked through the city behind a thick
formainces earlier this year, we demic discipline. It is only unformaterial.
tory or personal experience to snow storm because the snow
and Mr. Sullivan's hope we can write off this eve- tunate that only two theology proMiss
Frcnc's
any extent, guidelines for plan- storm reminded him of his girlinterpretations of Mistress Quick- ning's faiilure as a conspiracy of fessors indicated by their presning would in great measure be friend: it was cold and dynamic. ly and Falstaff from Henry IV, circumstances, with no ill reflecence that students have a valid
drawn from inference extrapola- One young man vowed to play Part I, were well handled. Miss tions on future performances,
interest in theology and a right
tion, or even pure conjecture. the flute like "Bandura" so he Franc appeared
to be troubled tire evening the audience was to criticize when necessary.
fully by reading most of the Proper, but the priest will retain his
specific function as the preacher
of the Gospel. A homily will become obligatory on Sundays and
holy days and recommended at
all public Masses. Such senseless

?

?

?

?

VIETNAM...

(cont'd)

CONFERENCE

STONE...

CHORUS...

(cont'd)

(cont'd)

(cont'd)
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SHOT DOWN BC
last fridat

KTRwaloWMyinles -of-C
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With one New York open track meet already under his belt
Toach Bill Gilligan decided to switch from the mile relay to the
wo mile squad, avid a better choice could not have been made as
he Eagles ran to a ten yard victory in the New York X of C meet
it Madison Square Garden last Thursday night.
Coach Gilligan sent senior John Carroll off the line* on the lead>ff leg against six teams, among whom were Rutgers of New Jersey
md arch-rival Holy Cross. Carroll, who's considered as one of the
'jack of ail trades" on the B.C. squad this year, ran a strong
.:58.0 leg to put B.C. in third plaice by about eight yards.
Second leg was taken over at the stick pass by junior Paul
Delaney, who ran 1:57 to cut down the lead by about four yards
is he hauided the baton to senior Chris Lane for the third leg of
he relay-

Lane, who has run everything from the 220 yard dash up to the
avo mile, ran his first quatrter in :55.3 seconds as he cut down on
he lead and sent anchor man Bill Norris off the line with a three
rard lead over Rutgers University.
Norris, who two weeks ago set a new Boston Collegiate record
n the mile run, kept B.C.'s first place for the first quarter until
Rutger's anchor man made his bid at the 440 yd. mark. Norris
nowever had too much sprint for the opposition as he pulled away
igain for an eleven yard victory, and atnother set of gold medals for

*4»"
Ski Team Places 6th
Slalom Meet
InThe N.H.
Boston

College Ski Team
scored its best showing of the
season last Saturday at Pat's
Peak, N. H. B.C. captured 6th
place on the 36 gate, two run

slalom.
Freshmaui Dick Ballou was the
sensational standout for B.C. On
his first run, he tore down the
course with one of the fastest
times of the day. This course was
considered too tricky for many
racers, yet Ballou's second run
was even better than his first.
His combined time earned him
a third place and the best indiv-

idual showing for B.C. in recent

years.

Abetting the good teaun showing were sophomores Tom Rol-

ler, Paul Giblin, and Steve Hamlet, respectively. Hanley and Fitzgerald were disqualified.
Tomorrow the team travels to
Bridgton, Me. for a final giant
slalom.

All-New England

For the second straight year
B.C. high scoring backcourt act
John Austin was named to the
AP All-New England major college basketball squad.
Also included in the selections
were stellar playmaker Ed Hockenbury and sophomore sensation
Willie Welters.
FIRST TEAM
Player?School
John Austin, Boston College
Jim Walker. Providance
Toby Kimball, Connecticut
John Wendleken, Holy Cross
Wes Bialosunkia, Connecticut

SECOND TEAM
Clarence Hill, Massachusetts
Dennis McGovern, Rhode Island
Dexter Westbrook, Providence
Randy Cross. Boston University
John Gillette,
Maine

Juniors!
There is still time to order
your copy of the Underclass Sub Turri. Price is only
$6.00. $3.00 will hold your
copy.
ONLY 3 WEEKS
LEFT TO ORDER

Stop in McElroy 101
before Friday, Apr. 2

"JOHN CMNIffS 2fd
BRIGHT
IN THE CAME
CONNOLLY...
one complete game and most of Friday and Tuesday
nights' contests, the burden has fallen upon the remaining four defensemen. The only man that has taken
charge has been Art Byrne, whose ice tune the first
part of the season was confined to the final minutes of
the game. Art has played four fine
games and his check on Tom Hurley of
Clarkson which sent Hurley from the
game is just one example of the fine
work he has done. His two goals Tuesday night were the results of heads-up
play. The others on defense have shown
no consistently good play. The lack of
ability in clearing the puck has been obvious not only in the Beanpot Finals,
but in every game since then.
B.C. has been flying high with
hopes of a good finish in the ECAC
John Moylan Tournament and a trip to Providence. If
the team doesn't pay attention they may be sitting at
home during the third week of March. If everyone puts
out according to his ability (which has been displayed
many times this season), things are bound to improve.
If not, how much will 'ya give for an NCAA ticket?

Al Gonquin is a nice man.

Late Thursday St. John's was
given the first berth in the N.I.T.
The first berth is for 9 p.m. next
Thursday night in Madison Square
Garden.

He feeds pigeons in the
park. He helps old ladies

makes
many B.C. boys happy. Try
across the street. He

him

?

Itoach Gilligan's squad.

COMING UP
Tomorrow at Madison Square Garden, the B.C. Track and Field
Squad will compete in the annual IC4A track championships. (For
hose of you who may be interested, IC4A stands for Intercollegiate
\mateur Athletic Association of America.)
Gilligan, who has always scored well in these championships, is
tending down a hill squad which figures to do well against the
Sast's best competition in track circles.
In the thirty five pound weight throw, Junior John Fiore is
seeded fourth in a field that includes New England Champ Bill
If Fiore follows form, he should bring back some hardware
from the championshipsWith Lv Tessier in the Sixty yard dash, Bob Gilvey in the 600
yard run, and the B.C. two mile relay team all picked to be contenders, the Eagles should find their weekend a successful one.
The Redmen captured the first
four claisses and coasted to a comfortable 16?0 lead. UMass captain Jesse Brogan in the 147 lb.
class was certainly one of the betB.C.
concluded its regular ter grapplers the Eagles faced all
wrestling season this past week year.
with losses to Tufts (16-13) and B.C. Co-captains Dobryzinski
UMass (25-7). This left them with avid McCreary registered the two
a 7-6 log to take into the New ties of the meet while Moses added
atnother victory to his growing list
England finads this weekend.
In the Tufts encounter the in the 167 lb. class.
The team is at Amherst today
Eagles dropped to a quick ten
point deficit via a forfeiture avid along with eighteen other colleges
pin. Soph Tom Curtin put the for the New England's. They exMaroon amd Gold on the score- pect to do well in the upper class
board when he notched an 8-3 de- weights in the five round eliminacision in the 137 lb. class. The tion.
Jumbos caune right back as Dom
D'Ambruoso and Co-captain Bob
DobrzyinsW both dropped decisions.
Although trauling 16 3 at this
point, the B.C. grapplers never
quit as they registered two pins
and a decision in the laist three
WRESTLING

Finish with 7-6 Log

New England's Today

I[pinked?]I
whcTgot

weight classes. Co-captain "Bronco" McCreairy and Dick Moses got
the pins while heavyweight Rick
Bradley scored the decision.
On Monday evening the Redmen
from Amherst proved to be too
tough for coach Maloney's team.
B.C. managed to squeeze out only
one victory along with two ties
on the eight-event card.

Buy unfinished furniture difactory. Beds,

rect from

chests, sofas, etc.

TOPP'S FACTORY
FURNITURE

463 MASS. AYE. (Central Sq.)
CAMBRIDGE
EL 4-9428

GROWTH ASSURES OPPORTUNITY
shops

he can make you

happy, too.

(i mce

ii -

i\

Algonquin
Package Store
115 Chiswick Road
across from
1800 Comm. Aye.

AL 4-2759

Growth assures opportunity. Friendly

-

manager profit* are now $8,000. $25,000.
peryear. // you are interested in a Managemeia Career
write EMPLOYMENT
DIRECTOR Friendly Ice Cream Corp.,
North WUbraham, Massachusetts.
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Wolters MVP As Eagles Win 'Pot
By JEFF

MUTH

Boston College, sparked by tournament MVP Willie Wolters, captured their second Beanpot
Basketball championship in the three years of the tourney by defeating Northeastern 56-51 at Tufts
last Monday. Boston University ran over Tufts 102-70 in the consolation match.
Wolters, in gaining the all-tournament first team center spot and the Most Valuable Player cup,
scored 14 points to lead the Eagles, and pulled down a like number of rebounds. The 6-8 Sophomore
hit for six field goals on a variety of layups, short hook shots, and follow-ups of teammates' missed

shots.
Northeastern jumped off to an early
lor the Huskies with 16 points. B.C. slowly
played by Dick Dukeshire's five, plus a
Eagles went into the locker room with an

lead on three quick hoops by guard Jerry Phillips, high man
cut the gap, and finally went ahead. The slowdown game
miserable shooting night, held the score down, and the
eight point, 32 24 lead.

HOCKEY

OUTGUN ED5
,
SEXTET
EAGLE
-3

Good back-checking and hustle
paid off for the Clarkson Golden
Boars as they handed the Eagles
their second straight defeat, 5-3,
last Friday on McHugh ice.
Terry Yurkiewicz In the Clarkson
goal was spectacular and his forwards took advantage of B.C.
errors to score four unassisted
goals in a game that appeared far
more out of question than the
score indicated.

Don Dexter lifted a wrist shot
from the left point at 6:08 that
caught the upper right-hand corner
of the B.C. net for the first Clark-

son counter.

stopped and the ensuing face-off
was one of the few B.C. bright
spots. Phil Dyer's slap at the puck
went to John Cunniff who lifted a
backhander into the upper right
corner of the nets' at 0:39 to bring
B.C. close at 3-1.
Gerry Emond skated all the way
up the left side to catch the open
net at 1:54 and Harry Dunn deflected one into the nets off a B.C.
player at 4:55 for a 5-1 Clarkson
count.
Pete Flaherty tipped in Ralph
Toran's screen shot at 15:42 of the
second and Woody Johnson lifted a
wrist shot from the blueline at
9:57 of the third. Mullen and Dyer
assisted as Woody scored his
seventh goal in his first turn out
of the evening on the ice.

Tom Hurley, the leading Bear
scorer, stole the puck from Art
Byrne as Byrne attempted to
clear his zone and hit from ten
feet to Pat Murphy's left at 10:36
to give the Bears a 2-0 lead.
Thirty-seven seconds later it was
3-0 as Gary McDonald moved from
behind the B.C. net to tuck the
HEoamseyWin
puck into the corner on Murphy's
The freshman hockey team
left. Hurley assisted for the only
Clarkson assist of the evening.
.closed out its home schedule last
Jim Mullen's breakaway on the Friday night with a 10-1 trouncfirst rush of the second period was
ing of Bridgton (Me.) Academy.
Stove Dowling led the onslaught
with three goals and a pair of
WESTERN HOCKEY

FROSHH OCKEY

FINAL STANDINGS
League Season
wit
wit
North Dakota 13 3 0 I 23 5 0
Michigan T.
12 5 1 I 20 5 1
Minnesota
10 8 0 I 15 11 1
Michigan St.
7 7 0
16 11 0
Michigan U.
7 11 0 I 13 12 1
Denver
4 7 1 I 16 8 2
Colorado C.
2 14 0 ! 7 19 0

At the start of the second half
the Eagles were content to sit
on the eight points. They went
into a clear wit type of offense,
clearing the right side of the
court to set up a one-on-one sitiuation and looking for the layup
only. The Huskie defense played
this well, and cut into the lead
with their "recking chair" offense, passing the ball back and
forth and looking for a man cutting through the middle. Phillips
and captain Jim Bowman, who
ended up with 14 points, pulled
NU to within a single point.
For a time the Eagles put playmaker Ed Hockenbury on the foul
line and ran a series of plays,
but these were generally ineffective, and they switched back
tc their original double tandem

offense.

With the score 5249 in favor of
the Eagles, Ted Carter hit a long
jumper on a pass from Hockenbury to wrap it up. The final

basket came when Wolters tipped
in a missed Carter shot at the
buzzer.
In the first game, huge John
C-gcod used his size to score 32
r:nts and power B.U. over Tufts.
Ccnicr Randy Cross added 18 in
the massacre. The Terriers held
a 45-31 halftime lead. In the secend half, B.U. coach John Burke
mc:ciful'y removed his four man,
full court press, and his starting
team, when ithe lead was a comfortable 25 points with four min-

assists. Gordie Clarke also reg- utes to go.
istered two goals in the second

..

period. John McCarthy and Ty
HOUND AND ABOUT
Anderson each added a goal and
The Eagles, for the third time
two assists. The Frosh record this season, played without the
was 14-4 going into the final game services of high scorer John Ausof the season last night at Colby. tin, pick'ng up
their second win
in these games.
Joining Wolters en the Beanpot first team
were Ed Hockenbury, Jim Bowman and Jerry Phillips of Northeastern, and Randy Cress of B.U.

Heights photo by Ed Amento

Captain George Humann is free for the layup as the 66ers, Ray
Carey (22), Ken Ryan (34), and Bill Kusleiica, are helpless to
defend.

Huntingdon Beaten 92-54:
Eeglet Record Now 19-0
Paced by the well balanced attack that has been their trademark all year the Frosh hoopsters added Chamberlayne Junior

the Maroon ended on top, 68-59.
Adelman with 20 and steady backcourtman Jack Kvancz with 14
paced Eagles to their 18th victory.
College and Huntington Prep to The Frosh had an easier time
their list of victims this week.
against Huntington Prep Monday
Saturday night's game against afternoon at Roberts. Coach PowChamberlayne was one of the er's five starters saw little action
tougher ones of the season for in the second half, leaving their
Coach Frank Power's Eaglets. reserves with a commanding 49The Blue and White used a slow- -32 bulge at halftime. The frosh
down which effectively cut off had seven men with over eight
the mainstay of the B.C. offense points as Steve Adelman led again
?the fast break. Ahead 32-26 at with 17. Kissane, Rooney and Phil
halftime the Eagles enlarged the Lahey also hit double figures in
lead early in the second half as the 92-54 rout.
Steve Adelman and Steve KelleThe Eaglets had only last
her found the target with outside night's game against the Crusajump shots. Chamberlayne nar- der frosh standing between them
rowed the lead in the closing min- and their matching the perfect
utes when Eagle rebounding lost record of the '62- '63 B.C. frosh
the services of Jim Kissane and coached by Varsity Assistant

Carter was a second
team selection, along with McRe':bic and Allen cf Tufts, and
Csgcrd and Leary cf B.U. Leary,
incidentally, was MVP of last Ed Rooney by the foul route, but Jack Magee.
B.C.'s Ted

year's tourney.

N.I.T. BEGINS THURSDAY,

EAGLES HAVE GOOD CHANCE
By MOKE
The National Invitational Tournament had
named twelve of its fourteen teams by last
Wednesday evening and was reportedly considering either St. Louis, St. Bonaventure, or
Bradley to fill the final berths. Detroit, Villanova, N.Y.U., New Mexico, St. John's, LaSalle, Texas Western, Fordham, Manhattan,
and Western Kentucky along with B.C. complete the field.
This list includes some tough teams- Many
have been established in basketball for years.
B.C. can be successful against such foes, but
it will have to be at its best. What's best?
Best is a very generous word, one under
which you can lump many necessary ingredients. It means good team effort (the best
possible offense, defense, passing, or rebounding that a group can do as a group). It means
loads of hustle and desire (outmanned is not
synonomous with outplayed). And it means
enthusiastic fan support (the team represents
your school). The absence of these ingredients results in mediocrity. And a mediocre
ball club has yet to win an N.I.T.
The Wildcats from Philadelphia have to be
Heights photo by Ed Amento

Above the outstretched arms of Ken Ryan, the Eagles' Bob
Furbush lets fly a jumper.

considered the top entry. Their impressive

record (19-4) is the best of the tourney teams
and it was earned against tough competition-

PADOS

Their wild hand-waving zone defense, a product of many Palestra wars, is their chief
weapon. "Jungle" Jim Washington, a 67"
rugged rebounder, and sharpshooter Bill Melchionni are the key players. If they get adequate shooting, they can be real tough.
New Mexico with a 19-5 slate has to be
considered a close second favorite to the
Cats. The only other information we have is
that they're tops nationally in defense against
a somewhat less than tough schedule.
The City teams (N.Y.U., St. John's, Manhattan, and Fordham) have been beating each
other and aren't expected to be too tough.
St. John's (16-8) have lost five of their last
eight along with their previous national ranking. But the retirement of Joe Lapchick may
be the incentive they need for the tournament. Prediction: The N- Y. teams will boost
the attendance, but don't expect to see any
of them in the finals.
Texas Western (17-8) and Western Kentucky (17-8) are new opponents to the Eagles
and their fans. Both play schedules of unknowns for the most part. Consequently, its
difficult to note their true strength. Texas
Western does have an 81-62 triumph over

.
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66 'ERS TROUNCED 104-88,
WOLTERS STARS AGAIN

BBILyMcDONALD
Paced by the record performance of Willie Wolters, the Eagles trounced the
Phillips 66'ers at Roberts last Saturday by the score of 104-88.
The 66'ers, generally considered to be the finest amateur basketball team in
the country, led only at the very beginning, as BC swept to its twelfth straight victory.

Wolters, playing one of his finest games, led the team to three new collegi-

ate records against the Oilers. The Eagles demolished the old record in rebounding

by out-jumping Phillips 64-58. The previous record was 51, set by the University
of Arkansas in 1956. BC also wiped out the record set by Texas Tech's 38 field goals
with 40 against the Oklahomans.

Pucksters Bow To Cornell, 6-5
As Third Period Rally Fails

By REID OSLIN
Time ran out on the Boston College hockey team as they fell
prey to Cornell, 6-5, last Tuesday night at McHugh Forum.
The Eagles, down by three goals at one point had their desperate third period comeback foiled by a hard-nose Red defense and
the clock.
Thie visitors from Ithaca, New York, jumped to a 1-0 lead at
9:21 of the first period as Murray Stephan intercepted a BC pass
and scored the first of his three goals for the night.
BC came back to even things
up four minutes later when E. J.
FROSH TRACK
Breen took a perfect pass from
Jerry York and put it in the net.
At 15:32, defenseman Art
MmluMi oHoto by Ed Awuivto Byrne connected with a shot
Bob Purbush (14) and Willie Wolters have Bill Kusleika outman- from the point and gave the
euvered for a basket as Ted Carter watches.
Eagles a 2-1 lead.
This advantage was short lived,
Boston College's freshman track
however, as Doug Ferguson skatclosed out the indoor seateam
the
and
ed around
BC defense
for Eagle cindermen with an
son
popped a shot into the upper righthand corner of the net. This goal appearance at Philips Exeter
Academy last Saturday.
came when Cornell had two men
Still smarting from the long sein the penalty box.
The host sextet wasted no time ries of injuries that had kept the
under par all season, the
Last Friday B.C.'s hockey team lost its fifth game in tieing things up at the start team
yearlings
dropped the meet to
of
the
as
period,
winger
second
of the season and last Tuesday they lost the sixth. Both
the Exeter team by a 69 and
defeats came as a surprise to many people. The defeat Jim Mullen lit the red lamp after two
thirds to 43 and one-third
at the hands of the Golden Bears was the worst showing only 14 seconds of play.
Two goals by Stephen within ccunt.
that the Eagles have made all year (with the possible five minutes gave Cornell a 4-3 Bright spots for the Eagles
exception of the B.C. debacle of the previous Tuesday). lead.
were Jim Kavanagh in the
The truth of the matter is that it is not just the ClarkThe fifth Cornell goal came on weights, Dan Cunningham in the
son game or the Cornell game, but almost every game a freak shot which bounced off field, and Paul Delia Villa in the
this season. The Eagles have been missing a certain the stick of BC netminder Pat dan.
something and that "something" seems Murphy and just trickled into the Each won their events, with
Kavanagh setting a cage record
to be Defense. The Eagles have gotten cage.
The winning goal was tallied in the discuss with a sail of
away with it most of the season, but
4". He also wen the shotput
the opposition has progressively tough- by Doug Ferguson who raced in K7
(12 lb.) with a heave of 5611".
and
beat
Murphy.
Eagles
ened and now the
must face
Boston College came back with Curningham won the high jump
vastly improved sextets.
goals by Jack Cunniff and Pete with 6'o" and the pole vault at
Murphy
Pat
has been called upon Flaherty, but their desperation 116".
in the past eight games to make aston- effort was in vain, and the Eagles Delia Villa edged Larry Jeffers
ishing saves. Pat's work has been fan- dropped their sixth game in in the dash as both were clocked
tastic; but he should never be pressed twenty-five outings.
in :05.6. Many in the audience
as much as he is considering that he is CHASING THE PUCK
the were surprised by 'the call and
playing for the top offensive team, and boys in the BC band must be psy- the finish provided the only 1-2
their vocal f'rlsh for the B.C. frosh.
supposedly one of the best teams, in the chology majors
Byrne
nation. Any team that has rated as high antics had Cornell goalie Errol Mark Sherwood placed second
the 1000 and was one of the
as the Eagles should not be allowing the opposition 3.6 McKibbon talking to himself at in
Former many attempting a comeback afgoals per game. The responsibility for defense does not the game's end
star Bob Cleary ter injuries.
rest solely on Pat Murphy's shoulders, but with every Olympic hockey
the game
Forrefereed
The relay team of Jeffers, Kavplayer on the ice. Last Friday night's game was a prime um ice, softened by thethewarm
anagh, Jack Whalen and John
example of what good TEAM defense should be. The temperatures, had both teams Kane won a two lap feature givClarkson forwards met every advance of the Eagles with slipping and sliding all night.
ing the only other B.C. first.

Exeter Wins
Last Indoor

How About Defense

DAN CONNOLLY
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..
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a marvelous back-checking exhibition. They didn't allow our forwards to shoot well, they
protected Yurkiewicz to the fullest.
The fact that Clarkson was able to
score four unassisted goals and a fifth
that should have been unassisted points
up the fact that our forwards are lingering on the blueline waiting to go down
ice when they should be assisting the
defensemen to clear. And unless the defensemen show more hustle, they will
see the puck stolen more often at ten
feet out and rammed into the nets.
The most notably lacking facet of
Johnson
defense has been the forwards' failure
to backcheck. The most common offenders this season
have been John Cunniff on the first line and the entire
third line. Admittedly, the third line has consisted of
three sophomores, but if they are to receive the ice time
they do, they must keep their end of the bargain. The
only forwards that have shown consistent work on defense have been John Moylan, Jim Mullen, and Phil
Dyer. The other forwards do their part of offense, but
leave the rest to the defensemen.
The defensemen have shown an almost equal
amount of life. With Woody Johnson sick and missing
(Continued on Page 10)
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Only one individual record was
achieved. Wolters' 21 rebounds
tied the old record set by Paul
Silas of Creighton in 1962.
On paper, the Eagles looked
thoroughly outclassed. Enjoying a
distinct advantage in height and
experience, the 66'ers posed a formidable threat to BC's victory
skein.

However, statistics never beat

anyone, and the Eagles hustled
every minute to lead 38-32 at

halftime.

The halftime score cannot indicate how thoroughly the 66'ers
were being beaten without taking
a good look at the totals.

From the floor, BC led 30-18.
It was only at the charity lane
that Phillips displayed its talents.
While the Eagles shot a dismal
8 for 19 from the foul line, the
66'ers hit on 14 of 15 attempts
to make the score respectable.
Johnny Austin led all scorers
at the half with 12 points, with
Ted Carter and Wolters contributing nine apiece. Wolters, displaying immense amounts of ttalent and desire, also grabbed nine
rebounds and blocked seven shots.
Although many fans expected
both teams to make a better showing iin the second half, no one

anticipated BC's complete demi-

nation of the game.
Teaming fine rebounding and
overall team play with a 54 per
cent field goal percenltage, the
Eagles scored 66 points in the
second period to send the Oilers
heme with one of their most humiliating defeats.
Wolters and Carter, continuing

their fine performances of the
first period, each finished with
36 points, high for both clubs.
Austin finished with 20 points and
played a fine all-around game.
Special credit must be given to
Bo") Forbush and Ed Hockenbury
for their outstanding play. Forbush, while only scoring four
poirts, contributed greatly to the
victory with his fine hustle and
rebounding. "Hock" led both
teams with seven assists and enhanced his position as BC's best

playmaker.
Again the Eagles played without the services of sophomore Bob
Rossi, who injured his ankle in
the Holy Cross game. It is hoped
that Rossi will be fit to play by
the N.I.T.

Height! photo by

Errol McKibbon saves and Doug Ferguson wheels to take the puck up-ice.

Ed Amtnto

